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Le soufflage des gaines est un important procédé de transformation des matières 

plastiques et pouriant, les phénomènes impliqués sont loin d'être compris, surtout au 

niveau de l'influence des propriétés de rhéologiques des résines. À notre connaissance, 

aucune équation constitutive connue peut décrire de façon satisfaisante les effas 

rhéologiques observés dans le soufflage des gaines et la modélisation du procédé reste 

encore un exercice empirique. 

Les effets de la rhéologie sur la cinématique et la dynamique du soufflage de 

gaines pour cinq résines de polyéthylène différentes, c'est-à-dire, deux polyéthylènes de 

basse densité (PEBDa, PEBDb), un de haute densité (PEHD), un de basse densité linéaire 

(PEBDL) et un polyéthylène métallocène (PEm) ont été étudiés en utilisant une unité de 

laboratoire instrumentée. 

En comparant notre travail et les données expérimentales de travaux précédents 

obtenues dans nos laboratoires, le PEm démontre une stabilité de bulle similaire au 

PEBDL, qui préente une plage d'opération plus petite et des instabilités de bulle a faible 

BUR. 

Les courbes maîtresses des cinq résines ont été déterminées en utilisant le principe 

de superposition de temps-température- Les viscosités complexes et en ci saillement pur 



de cinq résines de polyéthylène ont été étudiées. La règle de Cox-Men fonctiome 

relativement bien avec le PEm et le PEBDL, mais présente quelques déviations pour le 

PEBDa, le PEBDb et le PEM). 

Dans la plage opératoire pratique de l'extrudeuse, où les taux de cisaillements 

sont généralement compris entre 10 et 1 0  secondes réciproques, les domees recueillies 

démontrent que les viscosités en cisaillement sont un bon indicateur de la stabilité des 

bulles : plus une résine est visqueuse, plus la bulle formde sera stable. 

Le rapport de Trouton biaxial (RTB), qui est le rapport entre la viscosité 

élongationelle biaxiale et la viscosité en cisaillement (qp /q), a été également étudié 

pour cinq polymères en fonction du taux de déformation. Comme le rapport de Trouton, 

le RTB des cinq polymères dépasse celui des fluides newtoniens égal à 6. Les RTB du 

PEBDa et du PEBDb dépassent ceux du PELBD et du PEHD, et montrent un 

comportement rhéoépaississant relativement très prononcé. Nous croyons que plus le 

polymère fondu est rhéoépaississant et plus son RTB est élevé, plus la bulle sera stable 

pendant le procédé du soufflage de gaines. 

En se basant sur nos données expérimentales et celles d'auteurs précédents 

(Ghaneh-Fard et al) dans notre laboratoire, les viscosités élongationnales biaxïales 

apparentes non-uniformes et les taux de déformation des cinq résines de polyéthylène à 

une température de référence de 170°C ont été calculés. Nous avons observe que le 



PEBDb a un comportement rhéoépaississant a des taux d'elongation élevés alors que le 

mPE, pour sa part, montre un comportement rhéofluidifiant. De plus, nous pouvons voir 

que le comportement rhtaepaississant est le suivant: PEBDa > PEHD > PELBD, ce qui 

coïncide avec l'ordre de stabilitC des bulle, de stable à instable. 

II n'existe pas encore d'équations constitutÎves simples permettant de corrder la 

viscosité élongationeile biaxide avec la viscosité élongstionelle uniaxiale a la viscosité 

en cisaillement simple. 



Film blowing is a major plastic transformation process and yet, the phenornena 

involved are fér fkom k i n g  understod, mainly with respect to  the influence of the 

rheologicai properties of the resins. As fàr as we are aware, no h o w n  constitutive 

equation can satisfactorily desaibe the rheological effeds o b m e d  in film blowing and 

modeling of the p roass  remains an empirical exercise. 

The effects of rheology on the kinematics and dynamics of film blowing for five 

different polyethylene resins, namely two low density polyethylenes (LDPEa, LDPEb), a 

high density (HDPE), a linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE), a metallocene- 

catdyzed polyethylene (rnPE), have been extensively studied using a fully equipped 

laboratory unit. 

The bubble stability of mPE have been shidied and compared with the data of 

previous authors (Ghenard-Fard et al., 1996a) in our laboratory. The bubble of mPE is 

most unstable in the cornparison with LDPE and HDPE during film blowing. 

Master curves of five resins have been detennjned using the time-temperature 

superposition pnnciple. The cornplex and shear viscosities of  five polyethylene resins 

have been studied. The Cox-Men rule works fairly well with rnPE and LLDPE, but still 

shows deviation for the LDPEs and HDPE. 

In the region of practica) extrusion operations, where the shear rates are 

somewhere between 10-1000 s-' , our data showed that the o r d a  of shear viscosities, 

from high to low, coincides with order of  resin bubble stabilities, tiom unstable to stable. 



The uniaxial elongational viscosities of three resins, HDPE, LDPEb and mPE, 

have been studied using two convergent dies and two techniques, Cogswell and Binding 

analyses. The uniaxial elongational viscosity can not be correlated to the bubble stability. 

The velocity and diameter profiles of LDPEb and mPE dong the bubble length, 

which used to determine the strain rate, were measured using a Laser Doppler 

Velocimetry (LDV) and S-VHS camera respectively. The technique for the measurement 

of birefnngence has been presented. The data of on-line birefiingence were used to  obtain 

the stresses dong the length of the bubbles, for mPE and LDPEb. For mPE, the 

birefkingence value is shown to be very small in the molten zone and increases rapidly in 

the crystdlization zone. The stresses in MD (machine direztion) and TD (transverse 

direction) for mPE and LDPEb are similar in necking zone. However, they are quite 

different in the expanding zone. There is no simple equation relating stresses and arain 

rates in film blowing. 

B a d  on our experimental data of ours and of  previous authors (Ghenard-Fard et 

al, 199%) in Our laboratory, the apparent non-uniform biaxial elongational viscosities 

and rates of  deformation of  the five polyethylene resins at a reference temperature of 

170°C have been calculated. Both the Trouton ratio, which is ratio of uniaxial 

elongational viscosity wit h shear viscosity, and the biaxial Trouton ratio (BTR), which is 

the ratio of biaxial elongational viscosity with shear vimsity, qp / q ,  have been 

presented. It appears that the more relative strain-hardening the polymer melt is, the more 

stable bubble during the film blowing process. 

Even though we got some qualitative conclusions o f  rheological effect in film 

blowing process, we still can not correlate the rheological effects observed in film 

blowing and modeling of the process through any constitutive equation. 



CONDENSE EN FRANÇAIS 

Le soufflage des gaines est un important procCdC de transformation des matières 

plastiques et pourtant, les phénomènes impliqués sont loin d'être compris, surtout au 

niveau de  l'influence des propriétés de rhblogiques des résines. A notre connaissance, 

aucune équation constitutive connue peut décrire de façon satisfaisante les effas 

rhéologiques observes dans le soufflage des gaines et la modélisation du procedé reste 

encore un exercice empirique. 

Notre objectif ultime est d'optimiser le procédé de soufflage des gaines en 

maximisant le taux de production tout en maintenant des propriétés physiques et 

mécaniques optimales. L'objectif de ce mémoire est d'étudier le rapport entre le 

comportement rhéologique de divers polyéthylènes et leur facilité de transformation par 

le procédé de soufflage de gaines. 

Les effets de la rhéologie sur la cinématique a la dynamique du soufflage de 

gaines pour cinq résines de polyéthylène différentes* c'est-à-dire, deux polyéthylènes de 
. 

basse densité (PEBDa, PEBDb), un de haute densité (PEHD), un de basse densité linéaire 

(PEBDL) et un polyéthyfene métallocène (PEm) ont été étudiés en utilisant une unité de 

laboratoire instrumentée et un rhéomètre a contraintes imposées pour déterminer la 

viscosité complexe, les modules élastiques a de perte. L'unité de laboratoire comprend 

une extrudeuse monovis, un train optique pour la mesure de biréfringence, un vélocimètre 



à laser Doppler (VLD) pour mesurer les profils de vitesse des bulles et un appareil vidéo 

pour mesurer le diamètre des bulles et en examiner la stabilité. 

Les courbes maîtresses des cinq résines ont été déterminées en utilisant le principe 

de superposition de temps-température d l'équation d'khénius.  Cette équation est 

génératement valide lorsque la température est au moins lOOK au-dessus de la 

température de transition vitreuse, Tg. Nous n'avons pas utilisé l'équation de Williams- 

Landel- Ferry puisqu'elle est seulement valide pour des températures avoisinant la 

températwe de transition vitreuse. 

Les viscosités complexes et en cisaillement pur de cinq résines de  polyéthylène 

ont été étudiées. La règle de Cox-Men fonctionne relativement bien avec le PEm et le 

PEBDL, mais présente quelques déviations pour le PEBDa, le PEBDb et Ie PEHD. 

Dans la plage opératoire pratique de l'extnideuse, où les taux de cisaillements 

sont généralement compris entre 10 et 1000 secondes réciproques, les domées recueillies 

démontrent que les viscosités en cisaillement sont un bon indicateur de la stabilité des 

bulles : plus une résine est visqueuse, plus la bulle fonnée sera stable. 

Les viscosités élongatiomelles uniaxiales de trois résines (PEHD, PEBDb et 

PEm) ont été déterminées en utilisant deux filières convergentes de concert avec deux 

techniques différentes, celles de Cognvell et Binding. La contribution d u  cisaillement 



peut être négligée puisqu'elle représente environ 40% de la perte de charge dans la 

section convergente. La viscosité elongatiomelle calculée à partir de la méthode de 

Binding est inférieure a celle déterminée par la méthode de Cogsweil. Les séries de 

données recueillies à partir des deux filières utilisées présentent de faibles karts d ne 

sont pas en parfait accord. Cependant, les écarts sont acceptables en considérant les 

dificultés d'obtenir des mesures significatives et d'estimer précisément la contribution 

du cisaillement à la perte de charge (surtout aux faibles débits d'extrusion). Nos d o ~ é e s  

montrent que la viscosité élongationnelle uniaxiale ne peut être c o d é e  à la stabilité des 

bulles. 

Afin de déterminer le taux de tension, les profils de vitesse et de diamètre du 

PEBDb et du PEm furent mesurés à l'aide dhn vélocimètre par Laser Doppler (VLD) et 

d'un appareil vidéo S-VHS. 

La vitesse de déformation du PEm dans le sens machine est toujours plus élevée 

que celle dans le sens transverse dans la région comprise entre la sortie de la filière et Iô 

hauteur de solidification. Pour le PEBDL, la vitesse de déformation dans le sens 

transverse n'était pas toujours plus basse que celle dans la direction machine, sauf à 

proximité de la hauteur de solidification. 

La technique de mesure par buéningence a déjà été présentée. Les données de la 

biréhgence en ligne ont été utilisées pour obtenir les contraintes le long des bulles pour 



le PEm et le PEBDb dans la direction transversale. Endessous de la hauteur de 

solidification, les v a l m  de  bitéfiingence du PEm et du PEBDb représentent une même 

tendance. Elles augmentent légèrement avec la bulle. Ceci indique que l'orientation dans 

la direction machine augmente avec la déformation axiale. A proximité de la hautw de 

solidification, la biréfkingence diminue légèrement et semble indiquer que l'orientation 

dans la direction machine augmente plus lentement que celle dans la dinaion tranverse. 

Ceci peut être dû a la relaxation de l'orientation des molécules. Cependant, le 

comportement est tout-à-fait différent audessus de la hauteur de solidification. Pour le 

PEm, la valeur de biréfingence augmente radicalement indiquant une grande 

augmentation de l'orientation pendant la cristallisation. Ceci peut être dû à la nucléation 

orientée et au procédé de croissance. Pour le PEBDb, la biréûingence diminue. Ce qui 

peut être dû à la bulle devenant translucide au-dessus de la hauteur de solidification et 

rend la mesure de biréçingence inexacte. Nos données de biréfringence montrent un bon 

accord avec celles obtenues par Ghaneh-Fard et al. pour le PEBDa. 

Pour le PEm et le PEBDb, la contrainte dans la direction de la machine est 

toujours supdrieure celle de la direction transversale et les diffQences augmentent avec 

la distance axiale. P u  rapport au PEBDb, la PEm montre des contraintes d'extension plus 

basses dans la bulle fondue soufflée et ceci rend la bulle du PEm plus sensible aux 

instabilités. 



Une nouvelle méthode relativement simple est introduite pour mesurer la densité 

des polymères fondus. 

En compmt notre travail et les données expérimentales de travaux précédents 

obtenues dans nos laboratoires, le PEm démontre une stabilité de bulle similaire au 

PEBDL, qui présente une plage d'opération plus petite et des instabilités de bulle à faible 

BUR, L'ordre relatif de la stabilité des polymères étudiés est : 

PEBDa> PEHD> PEBDL ou PEm 

Le courbe de LogG' en fonction du -'est a toutes fins pratiques 

indépendante de la température pour tous les polymères examinées- Plus le G' est élevé, 

plus stable est la bulle pendant le soufflage des gaines. 

En se basant sur nos données expérimentales et celles d'auteurs précédents 

(Ghaneh-Fard et al) dans notre laboratoire, les viscosités elongationnaies biaxiales 

apparentes non-uniformes et les taux de déformation des cinq résines de polyéthylène à 

une température de référence de 170°C ont été calculés. Nous avons observé que le 

PEBDb a un comportement rhéoépaississant à des taux delongation élevés alon que le 

mPE, pour sa part, montre un comportement rhéofluidifiant. De plus, nous pouvons voir 

que le comportement rhéoépaississant est le suivant: PEBDa > PEHD > PELBD, ce qui 

coïncide avec l'oidre de stabilité des bulle, de stable à instable. 



Le rapport de Trouton, qui est le rapport de la viscosité élongationelle uniaxiale et 

la viscosité en cisaillement(rl, / q ) ,  a été étudié en fonction du taux de déformation, pour 

le PEHD, le PEBDb et le PEm- Dans tous les cas, ce rapport dépasse celui des fluides 

newtoniens égal à 3. Le rapport de Trouton du PEBDb est beaucoup plus grand que celui 

du PEHD et du PEm et augmente avec le taux d'élongation (comportement 

rhéoépaississant). Ceci est une propriété qui détermine surtout la stabilité de bulle (et 

facilité la mise en œuvre), 

Le rapport de Trouton biaxial (RTB), qui est le rapport entre la viscosité 

élongationelle biaxiale et la viscosité en cisaillement (tt, IV), a été également étudié 

pour cinq polymères en fonction du taux de déformation. Comme le rapport de Trouton, 

le RTB des cinq polymères dépasse celui des fluides newtoniens égal à 6. Les RTB du 

PEBDa et du PEBDb dépassent ceux du PELBD et du PEHD, et montrent un 

comportement rhéoépaississant relativement très prononcé. Nous croyons que plus le 

polymère fondu est rhéoépaississant et plus son RTB est élevé, plus la bulle sera stable 

pendant le procédé du soufflage de gaines. 

II n'existe pas encore d'équations constitutives simples permettant de corréler la 

viscosité élongationelle biaxiale avec la viscosité élongationelle uniaxiale et la viscosité 

en cisaillement simple. 



Les résultats de l'étude aaudle sont très encourageants, mais plusieurs questions 

devront être répondues dans l'avenir. Nous rec~mmandons les themes suivants pour les 

travaux fiiturs: 

Compléter les données de viscosité élongationelle uniaxiale en améliorant 

l'équipement, atin d'obtenir des taux d'élongation plus bas a plus fiables; 

La technique de mesure de biréfringence utilisée dans cette étude est la retardation de  

la lumière polarisée monochromatique. Cette technique est convenable pour les 

mesures de l'orientation biaxiale dans les polymères avec un bas degré d'orientation 

(Takahashi et Fuller). Dans le procédé du soufflage de gaines, il est recommandé de 

développer un appareil amélioré qui se prête mieux à l'étude des films très orientés. 

M n  d'améliorer la mise en forme du PEm, il est conseille de le mélanger avec du 

PEBD et d'ensuite examiner la dynamique de bulles par rapport aux données de 

rhéologiques de différents mélanges. 

Les propriétés rhéologiques du polymère fondu devraient être corrélées aux propriétés 

mécaniques et optiques du film final. 
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CaAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Generalities 

There is no polyrner processing operation more important than tubular film 

extrusion. This technology, which can be dated back to 19 1 5 (Kang et al, 1 9 1 5) ,  was first 

applied to cellulosic derivatives. Now, tubular film production is the most important 

application area to produce bags for conventional low density polyethylenes (LDPEs), 

linear low density polyethylenes (LLDPEs), high density polyethylenes (HDPEs), and 

likewise is the major outlet for the new families of metallocene-catalyzed polyethylenes 

(rnPEs). 

1.1.1. The Process Description 

A schematic diagram of tubular film extrusion is shown in figure 1.1. A thin film 

is produced by means of the extrusion of a polymer melt through an annular die. The 

molten polymer, in the form of a tube, exiting fiom the die is drawn upward by a take-up 

device. When the process starts up, air is introduced at the bottom of the die to inflate the 

tube and t o m  a bubble. An air ring is also used to rapidly cool the hot bubble and 

solidifi it at some distance above the die exit. This distance is usually called Frost Line 

Height (FLH). The inflated, solidified bubble is then flattened as it passes through the nip 

rolls. The nip rolls, driven by a variable-speed motor, provided the axial tension needed 

to pull the film iipward, and they form an airtight seal to keep a constant pressure inside 

the bubble. The pressure is controlled by the air supply to the bottom of the die. The 

bubble is then wound ont0 cylinârical cores and sold or used as 'Iay-flat' tubing; 

altematively, thc edges can be trimmed off after passing through the nip rolls and two 

rolls of flat sheet can be wound fiom the lay-flat tube. This process is usually carried out 

vertically upward, sornetimes vertically downward, and occasionalIy horizontally. 
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Figure 1.1. Schematic Diagram of the film blowing process. 



As the polymer film moves towards the nip rolls, it is king drawn longitudinally 

by the nip rolls and stretched transvenely by the intemal pressure. Therefore, the 

thickness of the molten polymer tube will decrease progressively as the polyrner is drawn 

away fiom the die. At some distance f?om the die, a point will be reached whereby the 

pressure inside the bubble wïll exceed the melt strength of the thin walled tube and this 

will cause the tube tu expand radically. The transition of the rnolten polymer to a solid 

tilm is accelerated and tocalized by a jet of coid air directed ont0 the outer surface of the 

film fiom an annular ring just above the die. The height above the die at which 

solidification occurs c m  be controlled through the airflow rate and negligible 

deformation of the bubble occurs beyond the fiost line in most processes. The film 

dimensions are determined by the blow-up ratio (BCIR), which is the ratio of the bubble 

radius at the fieeze line to the die radius, and the take-up ratio (TUR), which is the ratio 

of the take-up velocity to the extrudate velocity at the die exit. 

1.1.2. Rheological View of the Process 

The film blowing process is a complex manufacniring process hvolving 

interactions between melt rheology, heat transfer, and fiee surface kinematics. 

The film blowing process is kinematically similar to fih casting and fiber 

sph ing .  The flow in al1 three processes is primarily elongational and under fiee 

surfaces. The major difference is that the processes of casting and spinning result in a 

uniaxially oriented product and therefore increased strength in one direction whereas film 

blowing provides biaxial orientation and therefore increased strength in two directions. 

This two-directional orientation is one of the prirnary attractions of the film blowing 

process, since it allows for precise control of the mechanical properties of the product 

sheet by variation of the axial draw velocity and blow-up pressure. 



During the film blowing process, the molten polyrner is subjected to different 

stress fields that develop at various stages of the process. First, as the melt flows through 

the annular die, it is subjected to shearhg stresses, resulting in a partial molecular 

orientation in the machine direction (MD). Upon leaving the die, where the melt is 

suddenly fiee of the constrains imposed by the contact with the die wall, this orientation 

may be partially relaxed but further orientation of the macromolecuIes will occur as a 

result of biaxial stretching. The level of extensional stresses will then increase with 

increasing viscosity due to cooling. Depending on the cooling rate of the melt a second 

relaxation process may also take place, causing reorientation macromolecules. In the 

vicinity of the frost line height the melt under stress starts to crystallize (Ghaneh-Fard et 

al., 1 997c; Maddams and Preddy, 1978a). 

The film processability of a polyrner is intimately related to its rheological 

behavior, which in turn, depends on the molecular parameters, namely, molecular weight 

and its distribution, and the degree of long chah branching. What makes the matter more 

complicated is that, whereas the rheological behavior of a polymer is a direct response to 

molecular parameters, it also depends on many other factors, which including: 1) the 

types of flow field (i.e., kinematics); 2) the intensity of the rate of deformation; 3 )  the 

deformation and thermal histories. 

1.2. Objective 

The uitimate objective is to optimize the film blowing process, that is Say, to 

obtain a maximum production rate with optimal physical and mechanical properties, 

Ultimate film properties are controlled by molecular orientation and stress-induced 

crystallization. Many parameten influence the morphology development of blown films 

in a very complex way. These parameten include the polymer characteristics (molecular 

weight, molecular weight distribution, and branching) and the equipment characteristics 

(such as die size, die gap, and cooling system) as well as processing variables (such as 



polymer flow rate, extrusion temperature, FLH, BUR and TUR). The influence of each of 

these parameters on film properties is found to be highly interactive with the others. Melt 

elongational rheology should also play aa important role on the final film properties 

(Ghaneh-Fard, 1997~). 

From the practical point of view, it is highiy desirable to have a criterion (or 

critena) for the choice of resias that wili give good tubular fiim proccessability, without 

having to perform a tirne-consurning tubular film blowing operation. Such a criterion, 

once established, will help the resin producea to tailor-make specific resins for certain 

applications and, also, will help the tubula. film producers to conduct routine test of 

quality of the resin that they receive fiom the resin producers. So, our second objective is 

to establish such a criterion. 



CHAPTER II LITERATURE R E W W  

2.1. Modeling Film Blowing Process 

The analysis of tubular film blowing was k t  propsed by Alfiey (1965). Based 

on his analysis, Pearson and Petrie (1970a, 1970b) gave a detailed description of 

modeling the flow of the molten polymer between the die exit and the fiost line, even 

though they assumed the flow to be isothermal, and the polymer to be an incompressible 

Newtonian fluid with constant viscosity. A thin-shell theory, which could use local 

rectangular Cartesian coordinates, was also employed. Their analysis of the film 

kinematics and dynamics provided a theoretical fiamework for most subsequent studies 

and has been universally recognized and extensively utilized Ui al1 succeeding 

investigation. Most subsequent literatures can be characterized as an evaluation of the 

incorporation of rheological models into Pearson and Petrie's kinernatic and dynamiç 

analysis. 

Petrie (1973b) numerically showed the bubble for different Maxwell-type models. 

He predicted that the radius and thickness of the bubble decrease with increasing the 

elasticity of the polymer. Later (19751, he extended the calculation to a non-isothermal 

Newtonian fluid. Agreement behveen theoretical predictions and experimental 

measurement was sought by Wagner (1976), but he assumed an average Newtonian 

viscosity for the process, which due to viscoelastic effects, was of course found to depend 

strongty on the TUR. 

Han and Park (1975) employed a power-law model dependent melt viscosity 

without taking the temperature effects into consideration to successfully predict stresses 

and the shape of the bubble. However, it was of less value as a fülly predictive model. 



Petrie (1974) was the first one who considered the heat transfer during the film 

blowing process in his analysis. Kanai and White (1985) have also used the Newtonian 

model in the non-isothennai simulation of film blowing. 

Gupta (1982) et al. considered the general non-isothermal process and reported 

measurements of PS bubble shapes, velocities, stretch rates, stresses and temperatures in 

the meit region. The viscoelastic nature of the melt was described by the White-Metzner 

equation. 

Kanai and White (1984) presented a basic study of the kinematics, dynamics, and 

heat transfer occurrhg during tubular film extrusion of three kind of polyethylenes - 

LDPE, HDPE and LLDPE by using crystallization model. The bubble stabilities were 

investigated over a wide range of blow up ratios, take up ratios and fiost line heights. 

They also measured the strain rates, temperature profiles, tensions and inflation pressures 

and compared the characteristics of the three reshs. 

Luo and Tanner (1985) extended Petrie's work on fiim blowing to cover 

viscoelastic isothemal and non-isothennal flow for both the convected Maxwell and the 

Leonov models. They showed that the Levonov mode1 had poor agreement with 

experimental data since it did not stiffen enough with increasing elongational rate to 

model the bubble well. Owing to numencal instability, they did not get any results for 

cases in which BUR < 1. However, for BUR > 1, they obtained a good agreement 

between the predictions of the Maxwell model and Gupta's data on PS by modifjing the 

relevant mean relaxation tirne. It is worth mentioning variation of properties due to 

temperature was seen as dominant effect. 

Cain and Dem (1988) considered the Newtonian and two viscoelastic models: the 

upper convected Maxwell model and Marrucci model and compared their predictions to 

the data of Gupta (1981). Moreover, they assumed the convective heat transfer 



coefficients were constant dong the bubble length. ïlizy predicted that multiple solutions 

for the bubble were possible and it was impossible to determine the bubble profile by 

skp ly  detuiing pressure difference and take-up force. 

Seo and Wissler (1 989) considered the extrudate swell effect in modeling the film 

blowing process in addition to Pearson and petrie's work. Their prediction made good 

agreement with the experimental data of Wagner for TUR. For high TUR values, the die 

swelling effect is not significant. They did not attempt non-Newtonian due to the high 

Weisenberg problem difficulty. 

Alaie and Papanastasiou (1993) analyred the melt film-blowing by means of a 

nonlinear integral constitutive equation that incorporates shear history effects, spectrum 

of relation times, shear thinning and extension thinning or thickening. The temperature 

history, as predicted by the simultaneously solved energy equation, was introduced into 

the constitute equation by means of the appropnate shifi factor incorporated in the linear 

rnodulus of the constitutive equation. The resulting system of integrodifferential 

equations is solved by fmute element discretization and Newton iteration. The model 

predicts that with increasing elasticity, both the bubble radius and film thickness decrease 

but the velocity of film increases. Moreover, the thickness, radius, temperature, and MD 

stress profiles show a good agreement with experimental data of Gupta (198 1). However, 

the stresses in TD is slightly overestimated near at die exit and underestimate in the 

vicinity of FLH. It is worth noting they mistakenly reported that the stress in TD is 

greater than that in MD for a Gupta's experirnent due to an enor in unit conversion. 

In above analyses, computations were pnmarily based on trial and error and 

proceed up to the fieeze Iïne. Two-phase model, which is the combination of modified 

Maxwell model and modified Hookean model, was first introduced by Campbell and Cao 

(1987) who proposed that the film, in the tube forming area, was composed of two layers. 

This idea was supported by the expenmental evidence that the surface temperature of the 



film differs fiom the buk average (through thickness) by as much as 15 to 20°C in the 

tube foarning area. (Cao et al., 1990). In another publication, Cao and Campbell (1990) 

introduced yield stress as a criterion for the cessation of radial deformation beyond the 

freeze-line, leading to a plastic-elastic transition and thus successfully extended the 

model above this line. They have predicted blown film process fiom die exit to nip roll 

and compared theù predictions to the experimental data of Gupta. Their model is the first 

to yield qualitatively correct predictions of al1 process variables, even though it slightly 

overestimates the film thickness above the FLH. Later, Ashok and Campbell (1992) have 

used an upper convected Maxwell equation of state with a single relaxation time and the 

Oldroyd and applied derivative to the amorphous or liquid-like phase while a perfect 

plastic model with yield was used to describe the deformation of crystallized phase. The 

model is in qualitative agreement for the bubble radius and axial velocity profiles. 

However, contradictory results, as in the Pearson and Petrie model, are predicted. This 

may be due to assurnptions - there is no extrudate swell and no temperature gradient 

across the film, which have been demonstrated by Cao et al. (1 990) to be substantial. 

Liu et al. (1 995a) reported the detailed experimental data on film blowhg process. 

Most are in contradiction to the modehg results on tubular film blowing that appeared in 

the literature. Later (1995b), they used a "quasi-cylindrical" model for the tubular film 

blowing geometry, combined with a deformation-thinning viscosity equation, and 

satisfactorily explains the essential features of the experimental data. However, the 

assurnptions are only satisfactory for a solid mechanics problem but not for a fluid 

mechanics problem. 

Al1 the experiments mentioned above have been performed on a small scale 

machine and a small amount of resin. Kanai et al. (1986) have presented a study on scale- 

up of the tubular film process and suggested that the melt behavior in tubular film 

process, the orientation factors of film, and physical properties of film were independent 

on film width and thickness under the scale-up conditions. They concluded that one can 



predict the film processability and film pbysical properties for the large scale tubular film 

process, once the tubular film extrusion is carried out by using the smdl scale machine 

and a small amount of resin. 

In summary, only limited success bas been so far achieved, even though there are 

a lot sf ctforts in the literature to simulate film blowing using various rnodels. One major 

problem in validating the film blowing models is the lack of sufficient and reliable 

kinematic and dynamic data due to expenmental difficulties. 

2.2. Rheological Properties and Their Effects of on Film Process aad Film 
Pro perdes 

2.2.1. Strain, Strain Rates and Stress 

Huang and Campbell (1985, 1986) have measured the strain rates and bubble 

temperature in blown film of LLDPE and LDPE and found that the peak strain rates 

occur closer to the die exit. The strain rates of LDPE are higher than those of LLDPE. 

Moreover, they also found that the addition of a small amount of LDPE to LLDPE could 

cause a significant hcrease in the strain rates at lower axial positions. 

Farber and Dealy (1974) were the f i s t  to postulate that the orientation in the film 

in the imrnediate vicinity of the FLH and they concluded that melt rheology did not play 

an improtant role in the generation of the orientation which was observed in blown films. 

However, Babel and Campbell (1993a) have attempted tû i:cnelate the mechanical 

properties of blown films with the kinematics and dynamics of the process. They 

suggested that the plastic strain, defined as the strain put in the film afier the onset of 

crystallization, could be a correlating variable, even though their experimental data were 

too scattered to c l a h  any clear correlation. Later, Babel and Campbell (1993a, 1995) 

have attempted to correlate the film properties with both plastic strain and strain rates 



based on a limited set of experirnentai data. Since the quatitative determination of 

velocity and diarneter profiles still remain a very difficult task, their results are easily 

questionable. Tas (1994) calculated the machine direction (MD) stress of blown film at 

the fieezed line using the PTT model and correlated MD stress with the mechanical 

properties. He concluded that the equal MD stresses at the fieeze line resulted in the same 

mechanical properties, regardless of the type of LDPE, equipment and processhg 

conditions as well. However, he was not successful in conelating the TD stresses with 

fiim properties due to the fact that the PTT model did not predict the TD stresses at al1 

weil. However, the influence of the TD stresses on final film properties can not be 

neglected. 

Agassant et al. (1991) have analyzed the film blowing process for a Newtonian 

fluid. They calculated the pulling force and then predicted that the entire stress history in 

the film, independently of any hypothesis on the material behavior. 

More recently, Kuijk et al. (1998) have presented a comprehensive model for film 

blowing of PE, whereby film properties (optical and mechanical) can be calculated 

starting fiom the relevant PE properties (rheological characteristics and density) and the 

processing conditions (including die geometry). They suggested that the final MD and 

TD stresses in the bubble during fiim blowing at the freeze line are important parameters 

for determining the mechanical end-properties of the resulting blown film. 

It should be mentioned that the rate of deformation has been mostly measured by 

a tacer technique using a video camera. Tas (1994) and Michaeli and Schmitz (1995) 

have irnployed the laser doppler velocimetry to mesure the velocity profiles of the 

blown bubble during the film blowing. The stress field in the bubble has been detennined 

via force balance by measuring the bubble drawing force at the nip rolls using mechanical 

tramducers. However, the bubble force measurement is iduenced by different fictional 

forces during flattening of the film bubble, pinching-off and taking-up. Ghaneh-Fard et 



al. (1 997b) introduced the flow birehgence technique to mesure the stresses indirectly 

via stress-optical Iaw. 

2.2.2. Molecular Stnicture and Elongational Viscosities 

2.2.2.1. Uniaxial Elongational Viscosity 

Han et al. (1983), Han and Kwack (1983) and Kwack and Han (1983) found that 

the blowability is increased as the resin molecular weight distribution (MWD) becomes 

narrower and the degree of long chain branching (LCB) is less. They also concluded that 

a resin having lower elongational viscosity tends to give a better blowability. Moreover, 

they observed that a more uniform tende strength in the MD and TI3 was was achievable 

with a LLDPE resin than with a LDPE resin. This may due to the absence of long side 

chain branching in LLDPE. 

Ghijsels and Ente (1990) used the melt strength as an identifier to assess the 

bubble stability in film blowing process. A high melt strength is identified with a good 

bubble stability. He suggested that the molecuiar weight and the LCB are the two most 

important molecular structural factors goveming the melt strength- The type of short 

chain branching (SCB) - both in tenns of side-chah length and structure - has no 

significant effect, where the effect of molecular weight distribution is also considered to 

be small. 

Fleissner (1988) suggested that the bubble stability in film blowing is related to 

rheological properties, fiom investigation of LDPE, HDPE, LLDPE in film blowing on a 

commercial production line. They also suggested that shearing of the matenal in the 

pelletizing improves its stability. This irnprovement is partiy due to the reduction in 

elongational viscosity and partly due to degradation of the polymer. 



Debbaut et al. (1998) developed high quality LLDPEs based on the idea that LCB 

affects the rheolocy while SCB affects the optical properties; a higher molecular weight 

affects the crystallization, and thus the opticai properties : crystallisation is more rapid, 

leading to increased haze; the lower viscosity at high shear rates reflects the better 

processability of the resins. 

Ramesh and Malwitz (1997) use a simple rheological technique based on the 

entrance pressure drop method (Cogswell, 1994), which is used to obtain a value for the 

elongational viscosity, to predict the behavior of new resins under film blowing 

conditions. They pointed out that an increased dope, foilowed by a flat elongational 

rheology c w e  is best for achieving stable bubble. 

Micic et al. (1998) investigated the transient elongational viscosity of LLDPE and 

its blends with 10% and 20% of LDPE at two temperatures. They suggested that the 

bubble behavior is mostly determined by the strain hardening characteristics of the 

polymer. Increasing strain-hardening characteristics could improve the bubble stability. 

Shear curves seem to be of limited use in predicting the bubble stability as a function of 

temperature in film blowing. 

Beagan et al. (1999) suggested that shear viscosity of blends of mPE and LDPE 

increases with increasing mPE content and 100% mPE was s h o w  to be less shear 

thinning than LDPE. 

Bin Wadud and Baird (1999) have investigated three mPEs - One of the PE's is 

Iinear i.e. no LCB, while the other two have different arnounts of LCB and suggested that 

the shear viscosity of the linear PE is reflective of the narrow molecular weight 

distribution of mPEs while the apparently branched PE's exhibit a higher viscosity and an 



earlier onset of shear thinaing. ï he  linear polymer exhibited Iower activation energy than 

the branched PE with similar molecular weight. 

More recently, Chai (1999) defined two new parameters: S(MS)/SP, the melt 

strength pressure derivative and 6(MS)/6(logy), the melt strength shear derivative to 

study the effects of molecular structure on melt rheology of diiferent types of LLDPEs 

(one Zieler and three metallocenes) and their processabilities by using an imptoved 

Rheotens. Under the sarne processing conditions, the higher values the two parameters 

are, the more processable the resins will be. 

2.2.2.2. Biaxial Elongational Viscosiîy 

It was Han and Park (1975a) who first have attempted to determine the 

elongational viscosity in film blowing, namely, biaxial elongational viscosities. They 

suggested that the non-uniform biaxial elongational viscosity, qk , may be represented as: 

- 
where y , ,  , Y,, y,, are strain rates in machine, normal and transverse directions 

respectively. a,, and O,, are stresses in machine and transverse directions resepctively. 



In order to avoid the influence of the non-isothermal bubble dong the length, they 

used a special isothermal chamber with a giass window. However, their results are easily 

questionable since the following reasons: (1) it is very difficult to avoid the influence of 

the non-isothemial bubble due to the existence of cooling effects. (2) the quantitative 

determination of stress via classical mechanical method is a very difficult task, since the 

impact of the energy loss by fictional forces during flattening, pinching-off and taking- 

up of the film bubble on the drawing forces is difficult to evaluate. Han and Park 

suggested that the results calculated fiom equations (2.1) and (2.2) were acceptable, even 

though they are not identical. Ghaneh-Fard et al. (1997) have shown that the 

disagreement became worse for LDPE. 

Kanai and White (1984) w d  only equation (2.1) to examine the apparent 

elongational viscosity in film blowing. Agassant et ai. (1991) have suggested that qk can 

be obtained by adding the two components of the stress tensor: 

This suggestion has k e n  adopted by Ghaneh-Fard et al. (1997) to calculated the 

non-uniform biaxial elongational viscosity. Moreover, Ghaneh-Fard et al. (1997) 

improved the technique, using birehgence measurement instead of the classical 

mechanical method, to detennine the stress. 

2.2.3. Bubble Stability 

The problem of bubble stability was £kt described by Ast (1974) and Han and 

Park (1975~) and later expanded by Han and Sbetty (1977). They presented detailed 

description of the instability and compared it to the so-called "draw resonance" 

phenornenon observed in film casting fiom silt dies. They concluded that l o w e ~ g  the 



extrusion temperature improved the b l o m  stability for HDPE and LDPE. A theoretical 

stability analysis of instabilities due to axisymmetric disturbances in an isothermal 

Newtonian fluid has been given by Yeow (1976). Based on his aaalysis, Cain and D e m  

(1988) have utilized an upper convected Maxwell model to analysis the bubble stability. 

The models they bave utiiized do not show good agreement with experimental data. 

The most extensive work was given by Kanai and White (1984), Minoshima and 

White (1986), White and Yamane (1987) and Ghaneh-Fard et al. (1996). Kanai and 

White (1984) investigated the kinematics and stability of the tubular film process over a 

wide range of BURs, TURs and F'LHs for LLDPE, LDPE and HDPE and suggested that 

the stability should be in the following order: LDPE > HDPE > LLDPE. Minoshima and 

White (1986) have concluded that in tubular film extrusion, the LDPEs are most stable 

but the narrower distribution HDPEs and LLDPEs are much more unstable than the 

broader distribution HDPE. They also discussed the results in terms of convected 

Maxwell model representations. Yamane and White (1987) used a crystallization model 

to predict that the activation energy has a much greater eRect on the bubble shape than 

variations in non-Newtonian characteristics. Both decreasing activation energy and power 

law exponent may produce narrow necked bubble. 

Following previous authon, Ghaneh-Fard et al. (1996) has extensively studied the 

bubble stabilities for LDPE, HDPE, LLDPE and PP by giving detailed definition of 

bubble instabilities and suggest that relative order of stability is: LDPE > HDPE > 

LLDPE > PP. LDPE is always the most stable in the polymers investigated during film 

blown, it is due to the strain-hardening behavior of LDPE in elongational flow. This 

conclusion has also been shown by Fleissner (1988). 

Ghijsels et al. (1990) suggested that a small axial take-up force is needed to 

stretch the low melt strength fiim in absence of strain-hardening for LLDPE, so a low- 



tension bubble becomes sensitive to surrounding air flows and gravity forces, leading to 

bubble instabilities. 

Sweeney et al. (1992) have shown that using video anaIysis system is an effective 

way to quanti@ the bubble instabilities. 

2.3. Birefringence Measurements 

It is well-established that molecular orientation and stress-induced crystallization 

in a fabricated blown film ifluence its mechanical and physical properties. For semi- 

crystalline polymers like polyethylenes, the orientation of both the crystalline and 

amorphous phases is controlling the film properties. 

Several techniques have been used by different researchen for ofNine 

rneasurement of orientation in polymers. These techniques înclude birefringence, 

spectroscopy (FTIR, Raman, fluorescence, NMR, . . .), X-ray scattering (JCRS) (wide 

angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)), transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), ultrasonic techniques 

etc. Among these, the birefiingence is the simplest and relatively quick. Moreover, it is a 

measurement of total molecular orientation in the sample and could also be very useful to 

determinate the stresses occurrhg in the melt zone during film blowing. 

The technique of bire fringence measurement most wildl y used include 

refkactometry, monochromatic polarized light retardation (Marsh et al. (1995) and 

Hoppler et al. (1995)), muItiwavelength (Abel and Fuller (1990), Hongladarom and 

Burghardt (1993) and Beedmans and Boer (1996)), some qualitative techniques ( f i g e s  

and light scattering). Refiactometry is limited by several factors : use of contact liquid is 

not appropriate in many cases, it is tedious and can not be applied for on-line monitoring. 

Monochromatic polarized light techniques are suitable low orientation (low retardation) 



which are encountered in some cases, but are useless for moderately or higidy oriented 

films, sheets or shapes. Takahashi and Fuller (1996) and Hongladarom and Burghardt 

(1994) have used tbis technique for biaxial orientation measurements in polymers with 

low degrees of orientation. The multiwavelength technique on the other hand, has been 

limited to uniaxial orientation and monolayer materials. More recently, Ajji et al. (1998) 

and A j i  et al. (1999) have used a technique based on an incident multi-wavelength 

double beam and a photodiode array assembly, combined with in-house developed 

software to overcome the problems mentioned above. 

Redner (1999) suggested to use birefigence as an ideal parameter to control the 

production of clear material. He has the used Spectra Contents Analysis, which is hi&- 

speed birefiingence based on PC, to mesure  the biregringence, both ON and OFF lines. 



CHARTER III EXPERIMENTAL 

3.1. Apparatus and Materials 

A 45rnm Killion single screw extruder with two helical blown film dies of 

dflerent geometry was used in this study. One die (outer diameter Do = 50.82 mm and 

die gap at exit ho = 0.68 mm with single lip) was used to study the bubble stabilities and 

another die ( Do = 63.5, ho = 1.5 mm with double lips) was used to study the rheological 

properties of the bubbles. 

Five different film-grade polyethylenes were used in this study: a high density 

polyethylene O P E ) ,  two low density polyethylenes (LDPEa, LDPEb), a Iïnear low 

density polyethylene (LLDPE), a metallocene catalyzed polyethylene (mPE). The main 

characteristics of the five resins are summarized in Table 3.1. 

Table 3. 1. Materials used in this study and main charactenstics. 

* adopted fiom Ghaneh-Fard (1 997b) 

Polymer 

LDPE~' 

LDPEb 

HDPE* 

, LLDPE' 

MPE*' 

** adopted fkom Bui Wadud and Baird (1999) 

Supplier 

Novacor 
LF02 19-A 

Dow Chemical 
503A 

Petromont 
DMDC-6400 

Union Carbide 
TUFLIN HS-7028 

Dow 
~ f f i n i t ~ @  PL 1880 

(dg/min 

2 .O 

1.9 

0.7 

1 .O 

1 .O 

Density (kg/m3) 

919 

923 

960 

924 

902 

I70 

(PU - s) 
21 800 

- 

136 400 

17,100 

10,500 



LDPE is a long-chah branched (LCB) resin with the branching king introduced 

by the free radical mechanism of the polymerization, so it has wider rnolecular weight 

distribution 0). LLDPE resin is a h e a r  copolymer in which small amounts of the 

second monopolymer breakup some of the ethylene crystallinity. It contains little or no 

LCB but has substantial amounts of short-chah branching (SCB) (Wild et al., 1983). 

Compared to LDPE, LLDFE has relatively narrow MWD. HDPE is primarily a linear 

homopolymer. 

mPEs are new poiymers that can be tailored to achieve better physical properties, 

so they are always reported to have superior properties over conventional polyethylenes, 

principally due to their narrow molecular weight distribution and more unifonn co- 

monomer distribution. However, due to their special molecular structure, these polymers 

are more difficult to process because of the higher viscosity encountered during melt 

processing. 

3.2. Rbeological Measurements 

3.2.1. Viscoelasticity 

The samples for rheological measurements have been prepared by compression 

molding using a CARVER laboratory press at 200°C. The pressure was increased 

progressively fonn 200 kPa to 1.1 MPa. 

The dynamic rheological properties, storage modulus ( G' ), loss modulus ( G a  ) 

and complex viscosity (q*) were measured by using a controlled stress rheometer 

(Bohlin CSM) in a concentric disk configuration under a dry nitrogen atmosphere at 

desired temperature. The stabilities of al1 resins were verified at a low constant fiequency 

(0.0 1 Hz) for p e n d s  of over 1.5 h. The hear  viscoelastic properties were measured as a 



function of fiequency with the fiequency range fkom 0.01 to 30 Hz and the applied stress 

was adjusted to maintain the experiments in the linear domain. The diameters of the 

concentnc disks are 25mm and the gap about 1.2 mm. Each measurement was repeated at 

least three times. The final results were obtained fÎom reproducible experiments (the 

range of error is within f 10% ). 

A most usehl empiricism is knomi as Cox-Men (1958) relationship which is 

given by: 

For highly elastic fluids and polymer melts, it is very difficult to measure steady 

viscosity at high shear rates using a rotational device. in this case, the shear viscosity can 

be estimated fiom the Cox-Merz relation. This empiricism seems to work well for 

homogeneous polymer solutions and melts (Kitano et al., 1980). 

3.2.2. Determination of Master Cuwes 

The rheological properties are usually highly temperature dependent. This means 

that to obtain a complete picture of the behavior, even if the behavior is linear, 

experiments m u t  be camed out at several temperahires. It is ofiea found that data, for 

exarnple G'(o) and GW(o), taken at several temperatures c m  be brought together on a 

single master c w e  by means of "time-temperature superposition." This greatly 

simplifies the description of the effect of temperature. Furthemore, it makes possible the 

display on a single cuve of material behavior covering a much broader of time or 

fiequency than c m  ever be measured at a single temperature. Materials whose behavior 

can be displayed in this way are said to be "thermo-rheologically simple." The principle 

has been largely venfied for amorphous polymers. The principle follows also fiom 

molecular theories, such as the Rouse theory (1953) for dilute solution. 



Bueche predicts that the relaxation modulus is given by: 

In non-isothemai blowing, the effects of the temperature history have to be taken 

into account. The temperature dependency of a 'Yhermo-rheologically simple" matenal 

can be represented by a temperature shift factor, a,. which relates the stress relaxation 

time Â at temperature T to that at a reference To. The relaxation t h e  R at temperature T 

is related to the relaxation time A, at reference temperature To, by A =a,&. The 

principle is as following (Dealy, 1990): 

where: & is the translational fiction coefficient per monomer unit; 

a is a length characteristic of the chemical structure of the molecule; 

P is the degree of polymerization 

The viscosity is given by: 

The Rouse theory predicts that temperature affects the relaxation modulus in two 

ways. First, it changes al1 the relaxation times by the same factor. For example, if A, (To), 

A,(To), X, (To) ... are relaxation times at a reference temperature, To, then the effect of 

changing the temperature to a different value, T, will be to change these times to &a,, 

A2a,, 40, ... where a, is a function of T and is equal to unity at To. Thus: 



a, is a fimction of both T and To . The Rouse theory m e r  indicates that the magnitude 

of the coefficients, Gi , are altered as follows by a change of temperature: 

Ushg the above two relationships, the relaxation modulus of a generalized 

Maxwell fluid can be rewritten as: 

and 

So, we c m  write: 

This equation implies that if Gr is plotted as a function of t , ,  data taken at 

various temperatures should al1 fa11 on the same curve as those taken at the reference 
temperature, To . 



In fact, the Rouse theory that leads to the above conclusions about the temperature 

dependence of linear properties is not quantitatively valid for bulk polymen. However, 

experience has shown that data for different temperatures can often be superposed as 
suggested above. In addition, while the a, fùnction cannot be predicted fiom fïrst 

principles it c m  be determincd empincally as a "shifi factor". Thus, if one makes a plot 

of G (or logG) venus logt, a, is obtained fiom the horizontal shift necessary to bring the 

data for any temperature T ont0 the same cuve as data for the temperature To. 

If the equation (3.9) is assumed to be valid for al1 values of tr , it can be used, 

together with Boltzmann superposition principle, to show that al1 linear viscoelastic 

properties obey a time-temperature superposition principle (Graessley, 1984). 

We know the relationship between the viscosity and the modulus is as follows 

(Careau et al., 1997): 

Rewriting equation (3.1 O), we can get the following equation in terms of Gr  and r ,  : 

However, since: 

7 6  = 1 GO, T,, )dt = % Gr (t , )dlr 

and 



This implies that: 

NT) = ( a m  1 To P, )r@o 1 

or: 

Thus, the shift factor can be found by m e a s h g  the temperature dependence of the 

viscosity. 

Because the ratio ( T, p l Tp ) changes relatively little with temperature in the usual 

range of melt rheology measurements, an effective shifl factor is: 

in this case, the shifi factor can be detemined by measuring the temperature 
dependence of the viscosity. An empirical relationship for q(T) is the Arrhenius 

equation: 

where E, is an "activation energy for flow" and R = 8.3 1 x 1 O-' kl --mol - K-' the gas 

constant. This equation is often found to be valid as long as the temperature is at least 
lOOK above the glass transition temperature, Tg. Closer to Tg. Williams-Landel-Feny 

equation (Williams et al., 1955; Ferry, 1970) is applied: 



For polyethylenes, the glas  transition temperature is more than LOO degrees lower 

than the m e a s u ~ g  temperature. In that case, the temperature dependence is of Arrhenius- 
type and is govemed by the flow activation energy E, . 

Turning to the storage and loss moduli, we can rewrite the their defmitions in 

terms of reduced variables. 

where G; and G; have the same relationship to G' and G' as G, has to G . These 

equations irnply that if dynamic data are plotted in terms of reduced variables, these taken 
at various temperatures will al! fa11 on a single master c w e ,  which is the curve ~ ( o ,  T, ). 

In a similar way, time-temperature superposition procedures can be derived for 
any type of strain history. If the ratio (Gp, / Tp ) varies littie with temperature, 

superposition can often be accomplished by plotthg: 

G(t) versus i /a, 

G' (o) versus o a, 

G' (o) versus w a, 

q' (a) la, versus o a, 

q ' (o) l a, versus o a, 

We should mention here, that the agreement between shifi factors in shear and 

elongation has been verified by Munstedt et al. in 1979. In addition, it is necessary to 

note that long-chah branched polyethylenes show a dependence of flow-activation 

energy on the stress level (Laun et al, 1989). That means their behavior is not thenno- 



rheologically simple in a strict sense. Thermo-rheological complexity is also reported by 

Carella et al (1 986) for some branched polymers. Yet, a constant value of the flow- 

activation energy is a good approximation to the real material behavior in a limited range 

of stress. 

3.2.3. Capiilary Rheometry 

As it wiii be shown in next section, shear viscosity data, and more precisely 

power-law parameters of the resins are needed to determine an apparent extensional 

viscosity. The capillary rheometer is the simplest and most popufar method used to 

measure the viscosity of fluids and polymer melts. Capillary viscosity measurement is 

based on the relationships between the pressure drop across the capillary and the flow 

ratenie capillary rheometers used in our study are piston-driven capillary rheometer and 

on-line capillary rheometer. The geomeûies of two kinds of rheometers is listed in Table 

3.2 and 3.3 respectively . 

Table 3. 2. Geometry of the dies for piston-driven capillary rheometer (mounted on an 
INSTRON). 



Table 3. 3. Geometry of the dies for on-line capiilary rheometer (mounted on a Kilion 
extruder). 

In its simplest configuration, the capillary rheometer consists of a small tube 

through which melt is made to flow, either by means of an irnposed pressure fiom the 

extruder or a piston moving at a fixed speed. The detailed description of on-line capillary 

rheorneter will be introduced in next section. 

Following Rabinowitsch andysis (Careau et al., 1997), by plotting O, versus 

4Q' , power-law parameters can be obtained and are given by: 
ZR 

and 



(&IR) is the shear stress at wdl, R and L the diameter and length of the where a, (= - 
2L 

die respectively, Ap the pressure &op, K' the slope of the plot. Qf the volumetric flow 

rate. 

The end effects is conected by using Bagley correction, which is given by: 

where c, is the end correction factor and is independent of the capillary geometry. 

3.2.4. Uniaxial Elonga tional Viscosity 

Polymer melt elongation is one of the most important deformations in polymer 

processing. Deteminhg the elongational viscosity remains a very difficult task for 

rheologists due to experirnentai difficulties. Many different and unique techniques have 

been used for measuring the elongational viscosities, such as jet opposed noules, fiber 

spinning, converging flow. Cornmercially availabe Meissner extensional rheometers use 

rotary clamps yields tnie uniaxial elongational measurements, but it not easily accessible 

and trivial to use. Moreover, it has only a limited range of operation. 

One of the most commonly utilized techniques of detennining uniaxial 

elongational viscosity is converging cone method. As melt flows fiom the resewoir hto a 

conical shape zero length die or orifice die, the streamlines converge and thus producing 

a stmng extensional flow. The key assumption is that the extensional strain is so large 



that the stored elastic energy due to extension is approximately equal everywhere to some 

maximum value and that the flow is predominantly viscous. The viscous resistance to 

flow is described by using the power law model. The entry flow through a contraction 

where the entry pressure &op is recorded as a fimctioa of flow rate. Moreover, this 

technique is particularly adapted to usual processing conditions. In this case, the 

elongational viscosity cm be determined nom the flow rate and pressure drop 

measurements once knowing the die geometry and eventually the shear viscosity. The 

first to analysis the convergent flow was Cogswell (1972). He divided the fluid 

deformation into two ternis: one is due to shear and the other to elongation. Binding 

(1988) and Mackay and Astaria (1997) re-examined and improved Cogswell's analysis 

( 1 972 and 1 978) by using the technique of power consumption minization. in our study, 

both Cogswell(1972) and Binding (1988) analyses have been employed. 

One of the critical requirements in the measurement of melt elongational viscosity 

is that a controlled and constant elongational strain rate should be applied. This can be 

achieved by choosing properly the shape of the converging section. Binding and Jones 

(1989), Kim et al (1994) used a planar hyperbolic die to measure and explained the 

elongational viscosities of polymer solution. James and Chandler (1 990) suggested that if 

the shape of a cylindncal converging die was given by R& = consr, where R is the die 

rudius depending on z, a constant elongational strain rate could be reached. The 

elongational strain rate for an axisymmetric converging die with the shape R = R,,, is 

given by (Lacroix et al ., 1999) : 

where < Y. > is the average velocity at a given z, which cm be written as: 



< V, r ji(z)& 

If Qf denotes the total volumetric flow rate, then: 

Therefore, 

Integration dong the die, 

Then we cm get a constant elongational strain rate as following: 

where 1, is the length of the die; &, RI the entry and exit radii of the die respectively. 

By irnposing a constant elongational strain, equation (3.28) leads to: 



- 
(&m *LI R,,, = - 
Qf R: 

A setup, which is also illustrated in Figure 3.1, has been designed to measure capillary as 

well as extensional properties nom a single screw extruder. A by-pass valve was 

employed in order to change the flow rate through the converging die, while the total 

extruder flow rate remained constant and thus leaving extruder-operating conditions 

unchanged. Converging dies can be mounted on the extruder exit reservoir afier the 

section where the pressure and temperature are measured. With this design, the pol ymer 

before die extrusion c m  be controlled by keeping the thermomechanical history 

unchanged. 'The melt temperature was kept at 200°C, which is the same as the extrusion 

temperature d u ~ g  the film blowing process, and the screw rotating speed were 75rpm. 

In this study, we used two different dies. The geometry of the dies is Iisted in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4. Geometry of the converging dies for measuring elongational viscosity. 

DI 

D2 

Entry Radius (mm) 
Exit Radius (mm) 

Length (mm) 
Entry Radius (mm) 
Exit Radius (mm) 

Length (mm) 

12.7 
I .995 

10 
12.7 

2.805 

20 L 



Thennocouple 

\ 
Pressure traasducer 

By-pass valve 

By-pass (4 

Figure 3. 1. Extrusion setup. (a), (d) by-pass setup. (b) capillary die. (c) convergent die. 



3.2.4.2. Cogswell's analysis 

Cogwell (1972) provided a basic analysis, which the entry pressure drop can be 

divided into shear and elongation terms as following: 

Assuming : 

(i) Fully developed flow and the inertial effects can be neglected. 

(ii)  For the shear in an element of length rt- , the pressure drop is: 

where o, is the shear stress at the wall. For a power law fluid, it can be expressed by: 

where y, is the shear rate evaluated at wall, n and m are the power-Iaw index and 

parameter of he shear viscosity respectively. 

From Rabinowitsch analysis: 



where QI is the volumetric flow rate. 

From equations (3.33), (3.34), and (3.39, integrating dong the die length, we can get the 

pressure drop due to the shear can be expressed as: 

On the other hand, the elongational contribution to the entrance pressure drop can 

be derived fiom energy considerations. If the flow is purely elongational, the pressure 

difference througb a contraction is defined by: 

where ( - - a, ) is the primary normal stress difference. The elongational viscosity is 

defined by: 

Assuming that the elongational viscosity is constant through the noule and by 

substituting equations (3.3 l), (3.38) into (3.37), af€er inteption, we can obtain: 



Apparently, if the power-law index and shear viscosity Qta are known, the 

extensional viscosity c m  be readily estimated fiom experimental enbance pressure 

drop!flow rate data. 

3.2.4.3. Binding's analysis 

Binding (1988) presented a more rigorous analysis by extending the work of 

Cogswell. He used an energy balance and variational calculus. In addition, he assumed a 

power-law form for the extensional viscosity which is then determined form 

rninimization of the power consumption W, which related to the entrance pressure drop 

by W = Mm&. W is divided into three contribution of shear, elongation and kinetic 

energy variation; the converging angle is assumed very small, - R:z) - - O, so that the 
dz- 

fully developed flow assumption is valid. 

In the converging section, 

where n is the power law index and &,) the distance to the vortex fiom the center line or 

the constrained convergence. 



Following Binding's analysis the rate of work per unit volume may be expressed by: 

w=w*+weh* +w- (3.4 1) 

In contrast to Cogswell, Binding assumes power-law behavior for both shear and 

elongational properties. That is to Say: 

where r and L are power-law index and parameter of elongational viscosity respectively. 

In cylindrical coordinates: 

Lacroix et al. (1999) derived the expression for a hyperbolic shaped die with 

constant elongational rate as: 



Ro where p is the inverse of the contraction ratio ( p  = - ), and I ,  is defhed by: 
R 1 

The power-law parameter t of the elongational viscosity can be obtained fiom 

pressure drop/flow rate and shear viscosity parameter. Once t is detennined, the 1, can 

be easily evaluated form equation (3.44) and the value of L is then obtained fkom 

equation (3.43). 

3.3. Measurement of Densities of Molten Polymers 

As early as 1964, Terry and Yang (1964) introduced a method for measuring the 

density of molten polymer using an Instron capillary rheometer by replacing the capillary 

by a plug. However, the method can be used only to measure the density under a certain 

pressure. The density at atmosphere pressure c m  only be obtained extrapolation by using 

regression. Moreover, the job is tedious. 

The method presented here is relatively simple. The densities of the molten 

polymers were measured by means of compression molding using a CARVER laboratory 

press. The process, which is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.6, can be described as 

follows. 



First of dl ,  measure the whole height of the reservoir including lid (b). Then, put 

a certain amount (the mass of the polymer is mo) of polymer into the reservoir. Thirdly, 

close the lid and press the reservoir under certain pressure and temperature in order to 

force the air out and make the polymer completely compact. Fourthly, put the reservoir 

into an oven under desired temperature for one hour and measure the height of the 

reservoir including the lid again (LI). The density of the polyrner c m  be easily calculated 

as following: 

Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of measuring the density of molten polymer. 

3.4. Measurement of Temperature Profde 

The temperature of the bubble as a function of vertical distance fiom the die (z 

direction) was measured using an kfiared pyrometer (IRCON 3400). This instrument 

absorbs the infÎared radiation in a wavelength of 3.43 micron. Since the transmissivity for 

polyethylene was found to be very small withïn this radiation bands, the radiation at these 

bands can not penetrate hto the polymer very far. Therefore, the temperature reading 

with this wavelength represents the "skin" temperature of the bubble. The measurement 



is based on the assumption that the temperature protile in the machine direction is 

uniform. (Cao et aI., 1989). 

The instrument was cdibrated with the help of a constant temperature paraffn oil 

bath and a themorneter. During the experiment, the emmittance was set to 0.96 on the 

fkont panel. Neglecting the emmittance dependence on the film thickness may cause a 

maximum error of 2°C within the range of our experimental conditions (See IRCON 

Operation Manual, 1 987). 

3.5. Measurement of Strain Rate 

in order to obtain the basic kinematic data necessary to calculate the m i n  rates, it 

is necessary to measure the velocity and diameter profiles of the bubble as a function of 

the vertical distance above the die lips- 

3.5.1. Measurement of Diameter Profile 

Dowd (1972) and soon aAer Farber (1974) placed a piece of tape ont0 the molten 

stalk of the bubble and followed its progress with a movie camera. Kanai and White 

(1984) used a similar technique in their kinematic study of polyethylene blown films. 

Huang and Campbell (1985, 1986) placed a mark with a wax pencil on to the stak of 

bubble and followed its progress. Based on the technique the previous authors used, 

Simpson and Harrison (1991) and Ghaneh-Fard et al. (1997) used S-VHS video camera 

to record the process and deal with the video signal by means of cornputer. 

The technique we used to measure the diameter profile was very sirnilar to above 

authors. A marker was used to gently mark ont0 the of the molten stalk surface as it 

emerged iÏom the air ring and its progress was recorded by a super VHS video camera 



system with a shutter speed of 30 fiamedsecond. An electronic timer, accurate to 1/30 of 

a second, was used as the tirne reference in the experiment. 

After videotaping a run, the recorded type was played back through an S-VHS 

with firanie advance capabilities. The video signal was then channeled through a time 

base corrector, which digitized the video signal, then to a cornputer, equipped with image 

analyzer hardware and software. Distances were measured in pixels, then using 

correction factors, converted to millimeter. 

The diameter (D, ) of solid zone of the bubble is constant when the bubble is 

stable, so the layfiat width of final film can be used as the reference. The diameter can be 

calculated as following: 

where Q is the diameter profile along the bubble, Da the width of the double layer 

product, d, the constant bubble diameter above FLH, dz the diameter profile on screen. 

3.5.2. Measurement of Velocity Profile 

Many researchers, as mentioned in section 3.5.3, have measured the velocity with 

the same technique as measuring the diameter profile. In order to calculate the velocity 

profile, Ghaneh-Fard et al. (1997a) numerically differentiated the collected tirne-distance 

data by using a central derivative formula. Obviously, a more accurate and reliable 

technique is required to obtain the velocity data. 

The Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) has been shown to be an extremely 

accurate, versatile tool for the meastuement of  velosity field in viscoelastic flow (Lawler 

et al., 1986) and was chosen for this study. The measuring principle of LDV can be 



explained on the so-called interference pattern mode1 (Michaeli and Schmitz, 1995). At 

the point where two coherent laser beams overlap (measwing volume), interference 

bands are fonned (see Figure 3.3). If a particle passes through this rneasuriog volume, it 

refiects light when it passes tbrough the intefierence maxima. These light signals, which 

are recorded by a detector, contain information on the velocity of the particle. LDV 

pennits direct, contactless measurement of the velocity in fluids and on surface without 

influencing the flow. 

Figure 5 show the measuriog setup on the blown film line. The LDV used here 

consists of three main groups : a laser opticai system, which focuses the laser bearns at 

the measuring point and also serves as a detector, a laser fiom which the laser light is 

conveyed to the optical system via fiber-optical cable, and an evaluating unit beams is 

carried out via a tracersing unit. Using this LDV the film velocities were recorded point 

by point. 

The LDV was calibrated with the help of take-up speed. Assuming the velocity of 

bubble remains constant in the solid zone, we compared the velocity measured by LDV 

with the take-up speed calculated by measuring the length of collected sample at a give 

time interval. 

3.5.3. Measurement of Thickness Profde 

Two methods were employed to measure the thickness of the film dong the 

length of the bubble. Firstly, the whole process, Le., screw rotation and nip rolls rotation, 

was stopped simultaneously and the bubble was solidified by blowing the coolhg air. 

The thickness profile of the fiozen bubble was then measured by using a micrometer. 

Secondly, the thickness was calculated fiom the mass balance equation as followhg: 



2 sin 9 

Figure 3 .3 .  Interference pattern mode1 in the 

(adopted from Michaeli and Schmitz, 

Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) 

Traversing unit 

Measuring probe 

Figure 3.4. Experimental setup on LDV measurement. 



where h is the thickness profile dong the length of the bubble, p the density of polymer, 

r the bubble radius, w the mass flow rate, which was measured by weighing the amount 

of collected in a hown interval of tirne, and 0 the bubble inflation angle, whicb denotes 

the angle that the polymer film makes with the vertical direction. B is given by the 

relation: 

3.5.4. Determination of Strain Rate 

Pearson and Petrie (1970% 1970b) were the first to make the thin shell 

approximation, which assumed that the flow is steady and axisymmetric, and that the film 

is not only thin compared to the radii of curvature of the bubble but also locally plane. 

This allows one to use a local rectangular Cartesian coordinate system, as illustrated in 

Figure 3. In addition, it is also assumed that the shear components of the deformation rate 

are negligible, and the strain rate tensor may then written as: 

The strain rate in the machine direction (MD) is defined as : 



Figure 3. 5. Local rectangular Cartesian coordinate system descnbing the deformation of 

a bubble (adopted fiom Han and Park, 1975). 



where Y, is the film velocity in the z-direction, r the bubble radius, and 8 the bubble 

inflation angle. It was found that the second term in equation (3.53) negligible in 

cornparison with the fkst terrn as we mentioned before. 

The strain rate in the transverse direction (TD) is given by: 

Also fiom continuity for incompressible matenal: 

Thus, once having measured the axial velocity and the radius as hc t ions  of the axial 

distance, one may calculate al1 the components of the strain rate tensor. 

3.6. On-line Birefringence Measurement 

3.6.1. Introduction 

It is well know that film blowing may induce orientation in polyrners, which 

enhances some properties such as mechanical, opticaI, barrier, etc.. So it is thus ofien 

desirable to induce orientation in the material. In order to evaluate and optimize polymer 

properties and process conditions, it is thus of great importance to be able to h o w  the 

onentational states developed in the polymer (Aüi et al., 1999). There are several 

techniques mesure the orientation in polyrners. Among these, the the birefringence is the 

simplest and relatively quick. 



If the Linear density of the electrically charged particles of matter differs dong 

various directions in a body, the interaction of the light with the body will aiso differ with 

direction, and the body will be optically anisotropic. Anisotropy markedly complicates 

the solutions of the equations of electromagnetism because to any given direction of 

propagation there correspond two different velocities of propagation of the light. Such 

material is said to be "birefiingent" (Dealy and Wissbrun, 1990). 

From birefiingence measurement, the biaxial orientation within the material cm 

be described by the rehctive index ellipsoid (indicatrk), which is defhed by the 

refiactive indices n, , n, and n, in the three axial directions (machine, normal and 

transverse respectively) (Aüi et al, 1999). Birefiingence is the difference between the 

difference refiactive indices: Anl3 = n, - n, , Anln,, = n, - n, and An, = n, - n, . 

3.6.2. Optical Train 

The optical train, provided by Professor Fuller fiom Stanford University, is shown 

in Figure 3.6. The diode laser (üniphase Corp.) emits a linear polarized light with a 

wavelength of 632.8 m. The polarizer and the ha&wave plate (Meadowlark Optics) are 

mounted in fiont of the diode laser. A saturated waveform could be obtained by rotating 

the polarizer in its housing relatively to the fixed diode laser whicb consequently changed 

the intensity of the laser beam. The rotation of the half-wave plate is driven by using an 

electromotor at a fiequency of about 100 s-' . An encoder mounted extemaily on the half 

wave device is used to register the rotation fiequency. A hardware unit (Optical Analyzer 

Controiier) transmitted this tkquency. The circular polarker (Meadowlark Optics) is 

placed in the housing of the detector. Tàe laser diode and the detector are mounted on 

damped rods (Newport Corp.) to reduce noise in the signal. Data acquisition and control 

were carried out by the LabVIEW Rheo-Optical Analyzer (ROA) V1.8b (supplied by 

Professor Fuller), implemented in the LabVTEW (National Instruments), and hstalled on 



a personal cornputer equipped with a data acquisition board (National Instruments). The 

optical train was calibrated to correct for imperfections in the half-wave plate by using a 

polarizer as the sample. The calibration of the opticd train was also done to correct the 

detector offset and phase oBet of the wavefom as well as non-zero baselines in the 

values of the coefficients multiplying the sin and cos hannonics of the signal (coefficients 

A and B in equation 3.56). The birehgence measurement was nrst tested by usbg a 

quater-wave plate as a standard sample. Very good results were obtauied. 

Figure 3. 6. Optical train for birefiingence measurement. L-Light source, P-Polarizer, 

RH-Rotating half-wave plate, CP-circular polarizer, D-Daector, DA-Data 

acquisition (adopted fiom Ghaneh-Fard et al., 1996a) 

The elements of the apparatus are (1) a light source, which is a He-Ne gas laser 

bearn, (2) a polarization state generator (polarizer and rotating half-wave plate), which 

defines the polarization of the light prior to transmission through the sample, (3) the 

blown film, (4) a polarization state analyser (circular polarizer), (5) a detector and (6) a 

data acquisition system. 

3.6.3. Birefnogence Measurement 

The equation of light intensity can be expressed as: 



where Io is the incident light intensity, o the rotation fkquency of half-wave plate, A 

and B are related to the retardation and the orientation angle of the film as well as the so- 

called Fresnel coefficients and can be extracted by performing a fast Fourier transfom. 

The detailed description was given by Ghaneh-Fard et al. (1 996a). 

The retardation ( S ) is related to the birehgence ( An ) according to: 

where h is the thickness of the film, A the wave length, 8, and @, the components of 

the refiaction angle. 

In the case of fih blowing where the shear components of the shear tensor are 

norrnally assurned to be negligible, the refiactive index tensor in the local rectangular 

Cartesian coordinate system will take the form: 

where subscripts 1, 2, and 3 refer to the machine, normal, and transverse (tangentid) 

directions respectively. 

By a suitable coordinate fiame rotation of the refiactive index tensor, the 

birehgence and the orientation angle (a) may be calculated, yielding (Ghaneh-Fard et 

al,, 1996a): 



2sin8, s ina ,  COS~,(A,) 
tan 2a = 

A ~ s ,  9 or ) 

Here, Al  = n, , - n, , A, = a, - n,, , and A, = n, , - n,, are the normal optical difference. 

For on-center light beam, i.e., a, = O ,  equation (3.59) is simplified to: 

From Snell's law: 

where n is the average refiactive index of the fiim and c m  be taken a value of 1.49 for 

polyethylene. O, is the light incident angle, which is equal to the bubble inflation angle). 

The maximum value of a,, was about 1 7 O  within the range of our expenmental 

conditions. The maximum value of 8,. after calculation, is about 11.3'. Therefore, the 

contribution of the out-of-plane bireningence ( A, ) is less than 4% and the on-center light 

beam is assumed to give in-plane birefigence ( A ,  ), which provided information about 

the difference between the MD and the TD orientation. 



3.7. Determination of Stresses 

The force balance in the machine direction on a segment of bubble between an 

axial position z and niprolls leads to the relation (Han and Park, 1975a): 

where F, is the drawdown force;bP the bubble pressure; a,, and a,, the stress in 

machine and transverse direction respectively. 

The force equilibrium equation in the normal direction is approximated by the 

thin membrane equation, negiecting surface tension effects (Han and Park, 1975a): 

where R, and RH are the radii of curvature in machine and transverse direction, which 

are given by: 

and 

The flow buehgence  technique is very useful to investigate the stresses 

occurring in film flow. This technique improved classical mechanical methods in several 

aspects. Firstly, it does not disturb the flow field (Van Aken and Janeschitz-Kriegl, 



1 980). Secondly, it responds faster and has higher sensitivity to dilute components. 

Thkdly, it has the ability to isolate the dynamics of separate constituents in the case of 

multi-components systerns (Dealy and Wissbrun, 1990; Fuller, 1990). However, since the 

birefkingence is only an integrated effect dong the direction of light bearn, only 

birefiingence data in two-dimensional fields without birefiingence gradients in the 

direction of light beam c m  be collected. Moreover, optical methods require that the fluid 

under investigation be transparent (Ghaneh-Fard et al., 1996). 

The rheological application of the birefiingence method is based on the stress- 

optical law, which gives a proportionality between the components of the rehctive index 

(polarizability) tensor and the stress tensor. In a wide range of conditions involving not 

too large stress, the linear stress-optical law is expressed as: 

where C is a material constant known as the stress-optical coefficient, AH the 

birefiingence, and Aa the corresponding difference of the principal stresses. The sign 

and magnitude of the stress-optical coefficient C depends on the chernical structure of the 

polymer, which is govemed by the polarizability of the bonds between the atoms of the 

polymer molecule and by the direction of the bond with respect to the polymer backbone 

Suberammanian and Picot, 1996). According to the rubber-like photoelastic theory 

(Flory, 1969) for a network of fieely jointed Gaussian chah, the stress-optical coefficient 

is: 

where n is the mean rehctive index of the material, (a, - a, ) the principal polarizability 

difference of the chain-link parallel and transverse to the link. k is the Boltzn~ann 



constant, and T the absolute temperature. The stress-optical coefficient, C, for PE was 

taken to be 2.2 x 1 o - ~  nz / N (Okamoto et al., 1998) in our calculation. 

Gbaneh-Fard et al. (1996a) were the fïrsî to apply the stress-optical law to 

calculate the stress d u ~ g  fiim blow. The stress-optical law,which can translate the 

birehgence data into stresses, is given by: 

The MD and TD stresses (a,,,03,) can be calculated via equation (3.64) and 

(3.68). 

It should be noted that the stress-optical Iaw should be validated for extensional 

flow. The cntical tests of the stress-optical law were rather sparse for elongational flows. 

Koyarna and Ishizuka carried our a poineerhg work on simultanueously measurements of 

transient tensile stress and birefkingence on a LDPE melt under elongational at constant 

strain between 120 and 150°C, and reported a value of C equal 1.3x10">m2 IN; 

independent of strain rate with 0.002 to 0.2s-l and only weakiy dependent on 

temperature. Okamoto et al. (1 998) have recentiy found that the stress-optical law is valid 

for LDPE and C =2.2 x 10"m' / N  . It has also k e n  found that the stress-optical law is 

not valid in some cases (Ryu et al., 1998). 

3.8. Biasial Elongational Viscosity 

Film blowing involves biaxial extensional flow, where the blown film is stretched 

in the MD and TD directions. The stretching or extensional viscosity plays an important 

role in controllhg the bubble during film blowing. 



The measurement of biaxial elongational viscosity requires either extensive 

equipment, great skiIl, or both. Hence, it is difficult to find any published data on biaxiai 

extension of polyethylenes. 

Han and Park (1975a) suggested that the elongational viscosity in non-uniform 

biaxial stretching biaxial stretching, rl, , may be represented as: 

However, the two biaxial elongational viscosity calculated fiom these equations 

are not identical (Ghaneh-Fard et al., 1997b). Kanai and White (1 984) used only equation 

(3.70) to examine the apparent elongational viscosity in film blowing. Agassant et al. 

( 199 1 ) suggested that for a non-uniform biaxial elongational, the two components of the 

stress tensor ca be added: 

Ghaneh-Fard et al., (1997) used this equation to investigate the apparent biaxial 

elongational viscosity. 

Note that the definition of elongational viscosity is given by (Carreau et al., 

1997): 



Here, 7, for non-uniform biaxial deformation, is taken as the effective rate of 

deformation and defked as: 

and assuming that O,, + a, + O,, = O ,  so we c m  get the biaxial elongational viscosity in 

film blowing: 

Equations (3.74), (3.75) will be used to represent our experirnent data. 

3.9. Bubble Sta bilities 

Bubble stability plays a very important role in evaluating the processability of a 

polymer. A stable bubble is a requirement not only for the contiauous operation of the 

process but also for the production of an acceptable film. 

In order to represent the kinematics of the tubular film process in a global manner, 

we use three most important kinematic variables, the take-up ratio (TUR), the fiost line 

height (FLH) and the blow-up ratio (BUR), for such a representation. The former two 

quantities determine the machine direction deformation rates and the latter the transverse 

direction deformation rates. Increasing values of TUR and BUR is explicitly desirable in 



a commercial film production. On the other han& even though FL,H does not control the 

film geornetry, its effect on final film properties cannot be denied as it is a response to 

cooling conditions. 

We followed the cntena reported by prevïous authon in our laboratory (Ghaneh- 

Fard et al., 1996b). A video-camera system was used to record the bubble shape and 

oscillations. The recorded tapes were analyzed by an image analyzer to obtain the bubble 

diameter and degree of helical instability using the distance of the bubble of the bubble 

edges fiom a reference line at a height well above FLH over a period of tirne (Please refer 

to Figure 3.10). 

Where Dm=, is the average diameter, Pr is the position of the nght bubble edge, 

P, is the position of the left bubble edge and DHI is the degree helical instability. 

Defining: 
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Figure 3 .7 .  Bubble instability measurement (adopted fiom Ghaneh-Fard et al.. 1996b). 



CHARPIXR N RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

ResuIts of Rheological Bebavior 

Complex Viscosity 

Figure 4.1 shows the complex viscosity of the five resins at the temperature of 

200°C. The absolute value of the complex shear viscosity Iq * (a],  determined by small 

amplitude oscillatory shear measurements is plotted venus the fiequenc y. Using the Cox- 

Merz relation (Cox and Merz, 1958), the data of cornplex viscosity can be used to 

approxirnately estimate the steady shear viscosity. 

At low fiequencies, the order of complex viscosity values, fiom high to low, is: 

HDPE, mPE, LLDPE, LDPEa, LDPEb. The HDPE is more shear thinning and does not 

depict a plateau even in the lowest fiequency region. However, at hi& fiequencies, the 

order changes to: LLDPE, mPE, HDPE, LDPEb, LDPEa. 

Figure 4.2 (a) and (b) show the dynamic storage and loss moduli as a fuoction of 

fiequencies for five polyethylene resins respectively. The behavion described by these 

two moduli are quite similar - both moduli increase with the fiequency. The orders 

(fiom high to low) of both moduli values, which an the same, are as following: at low 

fiequencies, HDPE, LDPEa, LDPEb, mPE, LLDPE; at high fiequemies, LLDPE, mPE, 

HDPE, LDPEb, LDPEa. 

Using these linear viscoelastic data, we may get the characteristic time, which is 

defined by: 



Figure 4.3 shows the relaxation time versus fkquency. At high fiequencies, the 

reIaxation times of the melts are close to each other. However, at low fkequencies, they 

are quite different. The order of the values of relaxation time at low fiequency is the same 

as that of viscosity. The cornparison of rheological behaviors of five poIyethylene resins 

is summarized in Table 4.1. 

Table 4. 1 .  Cornparison of rheological behaviors of five polyethylene resins. 

Behavior change 

with fiequency 
Slow Quick 

q*(Pa-s) 

Gr( Pa) 

Gu( Pa) 

LLDPE 

HDPE 

A@) 

HDPE 

mPE 

LDPEa 

LLDPE 

LDPEa 

LDPEb 

LDPEb 

mPE 

LDPEb 

LDPEa 

mPE 

LDPEb 

HDPE 

LLDPE 

mPE LLDPE 

LDPEa HDPE 



HDPE 
= LLOPE 
r LDPEa 

LDPEb 
A mPE 

Figure 4. 1. Complex viscosity data versus fiequency for five resins at 200°C. 
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Figure 4.2. The data of dynarnic storage (a) and loss (b) moduli versus fkquency for five 

resins at 2OO0C. 
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Figure 4.2. (continued) 
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Figure 4. 3. Relaxation time versus fiequency for five resins at 200°C. 



Master Curve 

In order to determine the master curve for al1 the samples, five different 

temperatures were employed. Figure 4.4(a, b, c, d, e) shows the G' , 0' , and q * versus o 

under five temperatures for five resins before ushg shifk factors. Figure 4.5(a, b, c, d, e) 

shows G', G", and 7 * / a, versus o a,. By shifting the curves, as expected, the curves 

fall onto a single c w e  which is socalïed master c w e .  

Figure 4.6(a, b) shows the variation of a, with temperature, described by the 

Arrhenius equation: 

' a  By using iinear regression, we can get the parameter - of Arrhenius equation, 
R 

and the results were summarized in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2. Parameters of Arrhenius equation for give resins at a reference temperature of 
170°C. 

' a  -W) R 

HDPE 

277 

LLDPE 

503 

LDPEa 

403 

LDPEb 

1061 

rnPE 

737 



Figure 4.4. q )  G', and G versus w at five different temperatures for: (a) HDPE, (b) 

LLDPEy (c) LDPEa, (d) LDPEby (e) mPE. 
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Figure 4.4. (continued) 



Figure 4.4. (continued) 



Figure 4. 5. Master curves for q * , G', and G at the reference temperature of 1 70°C for: 

(a) HDPE, (b) LLDPE, (c) LDPEa, (d) LDPEb, (e) mPE. 
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Figure 4.5. (continued) 



Figure 4.5. (continued) 
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Figure 4.6. Temperature shift factors by using Arrhenius equation at a reference 

temperature of 1 70°C. 



4.1.3. Shear Viscosity 

Figure 4.7 shows the complex and steady shear viscosities for the five resins at 

200°C. Both piston-driven capillary rheometer and on-line capillary rheometer show 

fairly good agreement. The shear and complex viscosities of LLDPE and mPE match 

quite well at corresponding shear rate and fiequency indicating that the Cox-Merz d e  is 

fairly satisfied for both LLDPE and mPE within the error range of the expriment. 

However, for LDPEa, LDPEb, and HDPE, the shear viscosities are somewhat higher than 

the complex viscosities. For the branched resins, this is in agreement with the results of 

Shroff and Shi& (1970), who showed that the differences between steady shear and 

dynamic viscosity hcreased with increasing bracnhing for PE mins. However, it is 

worth noting that some results in the literature (Utracki and Gendron (1984), 

Venkatraman et al. (1990)) reporteci that linear poiyethylenes violate the Cox-Merz d e  

while branched polyethylenes exhibit a better agreement. The power-law parameters of 

the shear viscosity for five resins are listed in Table 4.3. 

Table 4. 3. Power-taw parameters in shem for five resins at 200°C. 

Note that the shear viscosities encountered in practical extrusion operations are 

Parameter-law parameter 

rn ( P a - s n )  

n 

somewhere between 10- 1000 s -' , so it is very important to pay special attention to the 

shear viscosity at this area. Our experhental data show the following order fiom largest 

to smallest value: LDPEb > LDPEa > mPE > HDPE > LLDPE. 

HDPE 

29740 

0.45 

LLDPE 

15799 

0.456 

LDPEa 

8754 

0.45 

LDPEb 

5683 

0.49 

rnPE 

6943 

0.65 



Figure 4.7.  Complex and steady shear viscosity data for five resins at 200°C. 



4.1.4. Uniaùal Elongational Viscosity 

Figure 4.8(a, b) gives the plots of the elongational viscosity versus the extensional 

rate obtained using the Cogswell and Bhding analyses, for three resins, HDPE, LDPEb, 

mPE, investigated. We did not study the LLDPE here since the same type was not 

available. It c m  be seen that the elongational viscosity decreases with inmeashg the 

extensional rate over the range rates studied. That is to say, HDPE, LDPEb and mPE 

exhibit strain-thinning power-law behavior. The parameters L and t of elongational 

power-law mode1 fiom the Binding anal ysis are reported in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4. Power-law parameters in elongation fiom the Binding anal ysis. 

1 HDPE 1 LDPEb 1 MPE 1 

Some observations are also worth noting: for al1 the polymen examined, the 

contribution of the shear components can not be neglected since it represents arouod 40% 

of the total pressure drop. Elongational viscosity calculated fiom the Binding method is 

lower than the one deterrnined fiom the Cogswell. Small discrepancies are observed 

between the two sets of data fiom the dies 4 and D, show that the viscosity data 

Parameter 

L(Pa - s f  ) 

t 

obtained fiom die Dl are not in perfect agreement with those from die D,. However, 

they are acceptable considering the difficulties of carrying meaninghl measurements and 

accurately estimating the shear contribution to the pressure &op, mainly at low fiow 

rates. 

4 
113226 

0.33 

4 
121914 

0.33 

4 
58488 

0.43 

D2 
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0.36 

Dl 

5027 1 

0.53 

4 

3733 1 

0.7 1 
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Figure 4. 8. Uniaxial Elongational Viscosity venus extensional rate for (a) LDPE and (b) 

rnPE (c) HDPE at 200°C. 
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Figure 4.8. (continued) 



The Trouton ratio, which is defined as the elongational viscosity to the shear 

viscosity, in terms of the effective rate of deformation 7 for the three palpers 

invedgated, ais prewnted in Figure 4.9. 7, which is defhed as Jiu,  , is egual to y 

for simple shear flow, and to fi& for uniaxial elongational flow. For al1 the polymers 

studied, the Trouton ratio is always in excess of the value of 3, which is the case for 

inelastic Newtonian fiuids or expected fiom the theory of liaear viscoelasticity. The 

Trouton ratio for LDPEb fai exceeds those for HDPE and mPE. This may be due to its 

relative strain-hardeniog behavior in elongational flow compared to shear flow. LDPEb 

shows strain-hardening behavior at high strain rates while mPE is more strain-thinning. 

4.2. Results Temperature Profile 

Temperature as a function of vertical distance fiom the die exit (z) is plotted for 

mPE and LDPEb in Figure 4.10. The temperature decays smoothly dong the bubble 

length until it reaches a plateau. The results show the typical features found by other 

investigatoa: an initial cooling region leading up to a plateau followed by cooling of the 

solid. The plateau region is where the exothermic heat of crystallization is mmoved. 

However, we did not observed the region of solid cooling due the to the limit of 

experimental instrument. 

It is worthy noting that the fiost line height we observed is defined as the 

line where the bubble becomes tramlucent. Morris (1998) refers to the onset of the 

plateau as the crystallization line height (CLH) and the end of the plateau as the fkeze 

line (FZH). The fiost line height (FLH) falls in between the CLH and FZH. 



Figure 4. 9. Trouton Ratio for HDPE, LDPEb and mPE resins at the reference 

temperature as 1 70°C. 



Axial Distance (mm) 

Figure 4. 10. Bubble Temperatwe along the axial distance for mPE and LDPEb. nie 

Mass Flow Rate = 6.5 Kgth, TUR = 6.0, BUR = 2.5, Temperature = 200 OC, FLH 

= 300mm 



4.3. Results of Strain Rmtes 

4.3.1. Calibratioa of LDV 

Figure 4.1 1(a, b) shows the bubble velocity profiles measured by moving the laser 

upward then downward. The velocity profiles appear to be consitant in the range 

investigated for both mothod. 

Figure 4.12 presents the comparison of the velocity measured by LDV and the 

real velocity. Both velocities show very good agreement at low take up speed (lower than 

150 mm/s). nie velocity profiles of the film to be measured should be in this range. 

4.3.2. Velocity, Diameter and Thickness Profiles 

Figure 4.13(a, b, c) shows the velocity, diameter and thichess profiles for LDPEb 

and mPE. Polynornials were used to fit the data. It may be seen that the bubble velocity 

of LDPEb increases monotonically along the length of the bubble. However, the bubble 

velocity of rnPE shows a plateau in the velocity of the air ring. The diameter profiles of 

both LDPEb and mPE increase monotonically and plateauing beyond the frost line. 

It should be mentioned here that the thickness profiles shown in the curve was 

calculated fiom equation (3.50). Moreover, we eliminate the influence of density since 

the error resulting h m  the constant density assumption in thickness should not be more 

than 3% according to our calculation. In comparison with the method of measuring the 

solidified bubble, it was observed that the thickness profiles, for both methods, make a 

good agreement above the fkost line. However, below the FLH, the difference between 

these two profiles is very pronounced. This is due to the elastic recovery afier the pulling 



Axial Distance (mm) 

Figure 4. 1 1 .  Bubble velocity profiles along the leogtb for LDPE. Polymer flow rate = 

5.91 kgh, extwion temperatme = 2000C, BUR = 1.73. FLH = 300mm. T l X  = 

3.80 
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Figure 4. 12. Calibration of LVD. 
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Figure 4. 13. Bubble diameter (a), velocity (b), and thichess (c) profiles along the axial 

distance for mPE and LDPEb. The film blowing conditions are the sarne as in 

Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.1 3. (continued). 



of the bubble is stopped. Large differences were also reported by Huang and Campbell 

(1985) and Ghaneh-Fard et al. (1997b). 

4.3.3. Strain Rates 

The machine and transverse directions (MD and TD respectively) strain rates 

(y,, , y=)  were calculated nom equatioas (3.53) and (3.54). Figure 4.12 compares the MD 

and TD strain rates of both mPE and LDPEb. For the LDPEb, the MD strain rate remains 

almost constant at fïrst, then decreases smoothly until it becomes zero above the FLH; the 

TD strain rate is similar to that in MD except that it smoothly increases at first. For the 

mPE, the MD strain rate increases linearly and reaches a maximum and suddenly 

decreases to zero in the vicinity of FLH; however, the TD strain rate is quite different, it 

is first very small, then increases drastically and reaches a maximum and finally 

decreases to zero around FLH. Note that for LDPE, Farber and Dealy (1974) and 

Ghaneh-Fard et al. (1997a) observed that the strain rate in TD exceeds that in MD in the 

region of bubble expansion. Our data showed that such a result is not necessarily hue. 

4.4. Birefringence Results 

Figure 4.13 presents the birehgence for both mPE and LDPEb. For al1 the range 

hvestigated, the birefringence values are always positive indicating that the orientation in 

MD is aIways greater than that in TD. Below the FLH, the birefigence values of botb 

mPE and LDPEb show the same tendency, increasing slightly along with the bubble. This 

indicates that orientation in MD increases with axial tension. In the vicinity of FLH, the 

birefiingence decreases slightly indicating that the orientation in MD increases slower 

than that in TD. This may be due to the relaxation of molecular orientation, which has 
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Figure 4. 14. Strain rates in MD and T'il along the axial distance for mPE and LDPEb. 

The film blowing conditions are the same as in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4. 15. Birefringence along the axial distance for rnPE and LDPEb. The film 

blowing conditions are the same as in Figure 4.10. 



been speculated by Maddams and Preedy (1 978). However, they are quite different above 

the FLH. For mPE, the birefiingence values increase drastically indicating the large 

increase in orientation during crystallization. This may be due to, as indicated by Choi et 

al (1982) and Shimomura et al. (1982), oriented nucleation and growth ptocess. And for 

LDPEb, it decreases. This may be due to the bubble became translucent above the FLH 

and made the measusement of birefringence inaccurate. Our birefringence data show 

good agreement with those obtained by Ghaneh-Fard et al. (1997b) for LDPEa at low 

take-up ratio. 

4.5. Machine and Transverse Stresses 

As we mentioned in section 4.4, the birefringence measured may not be very 

accurate above the FLH due to the low traasparency of the bubble. Moreover, what we 

are interested here is the section of the bubble between the die exit and the FLH. So we 

only present the stresses, shown in Figure 4.14, for mPE and LDPEb in MD and TD 

below the FLH. Cornparhg the stresses in MD with those in TDy both mPE and LDPEb 

show the same tendency: the stresses in MD are always higher than those in TD and the 

differences increase with the axial distance. However, by cornparhg the stresses for the 

mPE and for LDPEb, we can see pronouoced differences. The stress curves for both mPE 

and LDPEb are almost overlapped in the region close to the die and increase slightly with 

the axial distance. At higher axial distance (around the inflation zone of the bubble), the 

stresses of LDPEb keep increasing up to the FLH. However, the stresses for the mPE 

increase drastically at same axial distance and change to smoothly increase again in the 

vicinity of FLH. 
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Figure 4.1 6. Stress profiles along the axial distance for mPE and LDPEb. The film 

blowing conditions are the same as in Figure 4.10. 



4.6. Biaxial EIongational Viscosity 

Figure 4.17a reports the apparent effective biaxial elongational viscosity, 

calculated fonn equation (3.751, dong the axial distance. Not surprisingly, the biaxial 

elongational viscosities of both mPE and LDPEb increase monotonously with the axial 

distance due to the effect of temperature. The cooling of the tubular fih by the flow of 

air past the bubble helps to generate such elongational viscosity profiles. However, the 

G of LDPEb increases more rapidly than that of mPE in the vicinity of FLH. 

Figure 4.17b shows the effective rate of deformation, F ,  dong the length of the 

bubble. The 7 for the LDPEb is very high and is almost constant at low axial distance, 

then decreases drastically at higher axial distance. However, the for the mPE exhibits a 

reverse trend, increasing at first then staying almost constant in the vicinity of EH. 

4.7. Results of Bubble Stabilities 

Since the stability of polyethylenes (LDPE, HDPE and LLDPE) had been 

extensively studied in details previously (Ghaneh-Fard et al, 1996a) in our iaboratory, the 

purpose our study here is to complement the previous study with rnPE stability data. 

Folowing previous authors (Han and Park, 1975; Han and Shetty, 1977; Kanai 

and White, 1984; Minoshima et al., 1987; Ghaneh-Fard et al., 1996a), we defined three 

foms of instabilities and combination as foliows: (1) Axisymrnetric periodic variations 

of the bubble diameter. (2) Helical motions of the bubble and (3) variations in the 

positions position of the solidification lhe. We cal1 the three foms  of these instabilities 

bubble Uistabilities; helical instability and FLH instability. 

The stability behavior of mPE is presented in Figure 4.18 (a, b, c) with the help of 

diagrams of the FLH versus the BUR for diEerent TUR values studied. 
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Figure 4.18. Bubble stability behavior of rnPE under the extrusion temperature = 200°C, 

Flow rate = 5.4 Kg/h (a) TUR = 4.7, (b) TüR = 6.24, (c) TUR =7.5. 



When the bubble was infiated by a small amount of air, that is to say, when BUR 

< 1.0, instability was observed. There was no distinct FLH. As the magnitude of the 

diameter fluctuations increased with tirne, the bubble finally broke. This phenornenon 

was also observed by Minoshima and White (1 986); Ghaneh-Fard et al. (1 996a). 

At a low TUR value of 4.7, one can see that the bubble was almost stable under 

different FLHs when the value of BUR was between 1.65 to 3.5. With the increase of 

TüR, the stable operating space went narrower and only under a small value of BUR. It 

was impossible to a get stable bubble if the TUR was over 14.0. 

Figure 4.19 (a, b) shows the stability of LLDPE at the sarne expenmental 

conditions, extnision temperature (mass flow rate) as mPE. When BUR < 1 .O or TUR > 

14.0, LLDPE exhibited the similar behavior as mPE. It is very difficult to fmd which 

resin has the larger operation space between mPE and LLDPE. 

Summarizing the previous study in our laboratory reported by Ghaneh-Fard et al 

(1996b), we may conclude that for LDPE and high molecular weight HDPE the tubular 

film process operates in a stable manner in a wide region of operation conditions. 

Instabilities occurring at higher take-up ratios have a similarity to the flow instability 

occumng in melt spinning process, where periodic variations in the cross-sectional area 

along the spin line appear as the take-up ratio is increased. We propose the following 

relative order of stability of five polymers studied: 

LDPEa or LDPEb > HDPE > LLDPE or mPE 

Stable operation is dependent on the processing conditions and on the 

peculiarities of the processing machinery and the defonnational history in the die 

preceding the biaxially elongation process. However, stable operation is also a question 

of the used grade of raw material. A reasonable understanding of the observable 
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Figure 4.19. Bubble stability behavior of LLDPE under the temperature = 200°C, Flow 

rate = 5.4 Kg/h at (a) TUR = 3.0, (b) TUR = 4.7. 



differences in terms of rheological properties (and by that on a molecular basis if 

sufficient measurements are available on mode1 substances) is necessary in order to assist 

product development. 

4.8. Relntionship between Polymer Processability and Its Rheological Behavior 

Rheological properties play an important role in film blowing. They govem the 

shape and stability of the bubble and the onset of sharkskin (surface roughness). Because 

of the complexity of the flows involved, it is not generally possible to establish simple 

quantitative correlations between these phenomena and easil y measured rheological 

properties. However, an understanding of how variations in the rheological behavior of 

melts can affect the processing and properties of blown tilm is essential if one is to 

achieve optimum results fiom this process. 

It should be pointed out that any discussion about processability must refer to 

particular polymer processing operations. Polymer processability in blown film extrusion 

is usually associated with three aspects cf extrusion (Mawidis, 1998): 

(a) Extmdability, i.e., ease of extrusion. Obviously, extmdability improves with 

lowering the viscosity at high shear rate, which in turn depends on rnolecular weight 

(often characterized by the Melt Index, or MI) and molecular weight distribution 

CMDW). 

(b) Bubble Stability or Melt Strength. This relates to the ability of the resinhbble to 

tolerate/dampen disturbances that tend to de-stabilize the bubble during blown film 

extrusion. Higher bubble stability allows extrusion at higher rates. The higher the 

rnelt strength of the resin the better the bubble stability. Melt strength, in tum, can be 

quantified (indirectly) by low shear-rate viscosity (Naitove and Schut., 1993). 



(c) Sharkskin melt hcture. This is a rate-limiting onset of extrudate defects on the film. 

Generally, the higher the molecular and the narrower the MWD (or the l e s  the Long 

Chain Branching, LCB), the earlier the onset of sharkskin melt hcture. 

4.8.1. Complex and Shear Viscosity 

It is evident that the LDPEa and LDPEb have the best extnidability, since they 

have lowest shear viscosities in the region of practical extrusion operations, where the 

shear rates is somewhere between 10-1000s-' , as mentioned in section 4.1.2. 

Converse1 y, the mPE and LLDPE have the worst processabilities. It is due to their narrow 

MWD and the absence of long chah branching, LCB. 

As far as we aware, al1 the published papers reported that it was impossible to 

correlate bubble stabilities with the simple shear rheological data. However, in the region 

of practical extnision operations investigated, namely, at high shear rate ( 10- 1000 s -' ), 
o u  experimental data showed that the order of five resins in shear viscosities, fiom low 

to high, coincides with that in bubble stabilities, from stable to unstable. This 

phenomenon is very interesting. However, we should aware that the viscosity is 

temperature dependent. Afieer die exit, polymer melt is under elongation with shear fiee. 

Also, different types of polymers give different temperature profiles even under the same 

processing conditions. Moreover, it is well accepted that polymer melt has a fading 

memory, especially at high temperature. A11 these facts give rise to the same conclusion 

that the bubble stabilities can not correlate with simple shear rheological data. 

The wider molecular weight distribution (MWD) of LDPE compared with those 

of mPE and LLDPE is an indication not oniy of the presence of long macromolecules but 

also of long chah branched (LCB) macromolecules. The consequence of differences in 



the molecular structure between these two polymers is much more prominent shear 

thinning characteristics of LDPE than those of mPE. 

4.8.2. G' , G" and Their Relationsbip 

From Figure 4.2, we rnay see that in the region of practical extrusion operations 

(1 0- 1 Oûû s-' ), the order of five resins in storage rnoduli, G' , fiom low to high, coincides 

with that in bubble stabilities, fiom stable to unstable. From this point of view, we feel 

that the more elastic is the polyrner, the less susceptible it is to expand uncontrollably in 

the radical direction and cause process insrability. However, the picture is not complete 

since the loss moduli, G' , is in the same order in the same region examined. 

It is well-accepted fact that the first normal stress difference Ni in steady shear 

flow and the storage modulus G' in oscillatory shear flow rnay be considered as the 

amount of energy stored in a viscoelastic liquid. Also, the shear stress a,, in steady shear 

flow and the loss modulus Ga in oscillatory shear flow rnay be considered as the amount 

of energy dissipated. Therefore, the N ,/ a,, ratio and G' /GR ration rnay be interpreted as 

the ratio of the energy stored to the energy dissipated (Han, 1986). 

As pointed out by Han and Lem (1983), in steady shear flow, one rnay consider 

the shear rate to be an input variable imposed on the fluid, whereas bath a,, and Ni are 

output variables, Le., responses of the fluid under test. in other words, the values of y 

chosen during experiment have nothing to do with any molecular defonnation that 

occurs, whereas O,, represents the energy dissipated and Ni represents the energy stored 

in the fluid. Similarly, in oscillatory shear flow, one rnay consider the oscillatory 

fiequency (o) to be an input variable and, G' and Gw are output variables (Le., 

responses) of the fluid under text. With this interpretation of rheological responses, Han 



and Lem (1983) have suggested that, in order to compare the elastic behavior of one fluid 

against others, logaxithmic plots of NI versus O,, , and of G' and G a ,  be used. 

Following the suggestion of Han and Lem (1983)and using a simple dimentional 

analysis, the output variables G' and Ga in oscillatory shear flow can be represented in 

t e m s  of the input variable w by 

in which A is a relaxation time of the fluid Go is a quantity that has the dimensions of 

stress. 

B y elirninating wA fiom above two equations, we obtain 

The above equation implies that the relationship between GL and GR is 

independent of the characteristic time of the fluid. Note, however, that plots of G' vs. 

GR will depend on the physical parameters of the fluid via Go.  If Go is weakly 

dependent upon temperature and molecular weight, the relationship between G' and GR 

will become virtually independent of temperature and molecular weight (Han, 1 986). 

Figure 4.20 presents the plot of log G' versus log G" for LDPEa at five different 

temperatures. As we expected, the five curves fall ont0 a single c w e .  The other four 

polymers, HDPE, LLDPE, LDPb and mPE, also exhibit the same behaviors, as reported 

by Han and Jhon (1986) and Wong et al. (1998). 
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Figure 4.20. log G' versus log G" for LDPEa at five different temperatures. 



Figure 4.2 1 shows the comprison of log G' versus log G" for five polyrners. It can 

be seen that LDPEa and LDPEb are similar; LLDPE and mPE. At high G a ,  that is to Say, 

when the vatues of loss modulus is large, the LDPEa and LDPEb exhibit the largest vaiue 

of storage modulus ( G' ), where mPE and LLDPE lowest. Again, our experimental data 

showed that the order of five resins in G' values, fiom high to low, coincides with that in 

bubble stabilities, fiom stable to unstable. As we mentioned before, log G' - log GR plot 

does not show molecular weight and temperature dependence. However, it is strongiy 

dependent on MWD and molecular structures such as long chah branches (Wong et al, 

1998). The higher the MWD, the higher the G' . Han and John (1 986) gave an extensive 

explanation with the aid of molecular theories. 

4.8.3. Uniaxial Elonga tional Viscosity 

It is well accepted that the restrictiveness of the type of shear data is their inability 

to provide direct relations with processing flows because the data only reflect the Iinear 

viscoelastic part of the material behavior. For this reason, uniaxial elongational rheology 

is complementary to the shear data as they capture the non-linear aspects of the melt 

flow. The observed shear rheology differences becornes even more explicit when 

exarning the elongational viscosity at different constant elongational rates. 

The film blowing process is a biaxial non-uniform elongational defonation 

where the uniaxial component predominates. If one seeks to correlate processing 

behavior with laboratory data, uniaxial extension experiments are not too far from the 

achüll material deformation. The polymer non-linearity is thought to govem the 

performance of the bubble in the film blowing process. Therefore, the uniaxial 

elongational test is considered the most appropriate to show the range of non-linearity 

observable in a polymer melt. 
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Figure 4.21. The cornparison of log G' versus log Ga for HDPE, LLDPE, LDPEa, 
LDPEb, and mPE. 



It is weli recognized that the material with the pronounced strain-hardening 

behavior always revealed superior stability. The importance of the high molecular weight 

fiaction in the molecular structure on the strain hardening characteristics of linear 

polymers has k e n  wildty recognized and well documented in the literature (Laun, 1989 

and Munstedt, 1980). 

Figure 4.22 shows the comparison of uniaxial elongational viscosity for HDPE, 

LDPEb, and mPE by ushg Binding analysis. Elongational viscosity curves for al1 

materials investigated show a steady decrease in magnitude with increasing elongational 

rate. There are no strain-hardening behaviors observed in the region investigated. 

However, if we examine the Trouton ratio for al1 the polymers studied (see Figure 4.9), a 

relative strain-hardening behavior, which is the property that mostly determines the 

bubble stability and ease of processing, is s h o w  for LDPEb. The mPE shows more 

strain-thinning than strain-hardening and exhibits the most unstable behavior during film 

blowing. 

The eiongationai strain rates involved during film extrusion range fiom 0.0 1 to 1 

s-' depending on the take-up ratio and distance fiom the die to the fieeze line (Ghaneh- 

Fard, 1997b). However, the lowest strain rates we can measure are beyond this range. 

Even though Covas and Cameiro (1990) have shown that the convergent flow analysis is 

able to conectly predict the relative behavior of the different materials but quantitatively 

shows considerable inaccuracy which may corne fiom the assumptions made in the 

analysis, Our data should be useful for comparing the relative elongational behavior of the 

p i  p e r s .  

4.8.4. MD and TD Stresses 

in comparison with LDPEb, mPE exhibits lower extensional stresses in the 

molten blown bubble and this renders the mPE bubble more prone to instabilities. This 
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Figure 4.22. Comparison of elongational viscosity of HDPE, LDPEb, and rnPE by 

ushg Binding analysis at the temperature of 200°C. 



phenornenon, which was also obsewed by Dealy and Wissbrun (1990) for LLDPE, is due 

to the strain softening behavior. 

4.8.5. Biaxial Elongational Viscosity 

ln tubular film blowing the melt emerging fiom an annula die is stretched both in 

axial and tangentid directions. This is a non-isothermal, non-homogeneous, biaxial 

deformation. Biaxial and uniaxial material responses are very similar but not equal. in 

film blowing uniaxial elongation dominates, especially in the bubble neck where the 

pulsations are initiated. The same low elongation rates as in uniaxial elongational flow 

can not be reached temporarily with out laboratory instrument. Comparing basic material 

properties in elongation with processing behavior may perhaps enlighten the observed 

variations in stability. 

Note that we are dealing with a non-isothermal process. Therefore, it is necessary 

to compare the rheological parameters under the same processing conditions, 

temperature, Le.. We randomly choose a temperature of 170°C as our reference 

temperature. The plot of biaxial elongational viscosity versus deformation rate for rnPE 

and LDPEb was created by using shiA factors at the refereace temperature and is shown 

in Figure 4.23. LDPEb exhibits strain hardening at low deformation rate. it is well 

accepted that the strain-hardening behavior makes LDPE more stable than other 

polyethylenes in uniaxial extensional flow. 

Figure 4.24 shows the biaxial elongational viscosity versus deformation rate for 

HDPE, LLDPE and LDPEb, based on the data of the previous study in our laboratory 

(Ghaneh-Fard, 1997). Compared with LLDPE, LDPEa exhibits a lower elongational 

viscosity. 



Figure 4.23. Biaxial elongational viscosity versus deformation rate at the reference 

temperature of 170°C for LDPEb and rnPE during film blowing. The film 

blowing conditions are the same as in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.24. Biaxial elongational viscosity venus defoimation rate at the reference 

temperature of 170°C for HDPE, LLDPE and LDPEa durhg film blowing. The 

flow rate = 4.05 kgh, extrusion temperature = 220°C, TUR = 9.5. BUR = 2.0, 

FLH = 250 mm (Calculated fiom experimental data of Ghaneh-Fard et al. 1997b) 



Considering the polymer melts as Newtonian fluids and the bubble as uniform 

biaxial stretching, then one may get the following relationship: 

We name va l q  as biaxial Trouton ratio (BTR). Figure 4.25 (a, b) shows TRB 
- 

versus I; , the effective rate of deformation defined in equation (3.74). For al1 the 

polymen investigated, the values of BTR are always in excess of the value of 6. Figure 

4.25a presents the data calculated from the experirnental data of the previous authors 

(Ghaneh-Fard et al. 1997b) in our laboratory. The LDPEa far exceeds 6 in the BTR and 

shows relative strain-hardening behavior. The HDPE shows relative strain-thinning 

behavior at f h t  then relative a strain-hardening behavior. The LLDPE is near to 6 in 

BTR and shows slightly relative strain-hardening behavior. Figure 2% presents the data 

based on our experimental data. Also, the BTR of the LDPEb far exceeds the value of 6. 

However, sUnilar to the HDPE, LDPEb shows relative strain-hardening at first then 

strain-hardeniag behavior . mPE shows relative strain-thinning behavior and has a lower 

BTR than LDPEb, 

In order to surnmarize, we present the Trouton ratio and BTR ratio versus a,T, 

for the resins investigated, at the same reference temperature of 170°C. The LDPEa and 

LDPEb far exceed 6 in BTR and show a very pronounced relative strain-hardening 

behavior. HDPE and rnPE have the lower values of BTR than those of LDPEa and 

LDPEb. HDPE shows both relative strain-thinning and hardening behavior while mPE 

shows only strain-thinning behavior. LLDPE is near to the value of 6 in BTR and shows 

slightly strain-hardening behavior. The LDPEb has a very high Trouton ratio and shows 

relative strain-hardening behavior at high deformation rate while HDPE and mPE have 

the lower value in Trouton ratio. HDPE shows slightly relative strain-hardening behavior 
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Figure 4.25a. Q / 7 versus ary at the reference temperature of 1 70°C for HDPE, 

LLDPE and LDPEa during the film blowing. The film blowing conditions are the 

same as in Figure 4.24. 
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Figure 4.25 b. qk / q versus a, y at the reference temperature of 1 70°C for LDPEa and 

mPE during the film blowing. The film blowing conditions are the same as in 

Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.26. Cornparison of Trouton ratio and TRI3 for five polyethylenes at a reference 

temperature 1 70°C. 



while mPE shows more strain- thinning. The Trouton ratio and BTR for a11 the resins 

investigated are summarized in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5. Summary Trouton ratio and BTR for five polyethylenes. 
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Experimental trials showed that the materials with the pronounced strain- 

hardening behavior always revealed supenor stability. The more relative strain-hardening 

the polymer melt, the more stable bubble during the film blowing process. An often still 

more pronounced strain-hardening behavior c m  be found for LDPE, which is well known 

for its high bubble stability. 

Magnitude: large Small 

LDPEb 

LDPEb 

The poor performances of LLDPE and mPE in processes where the elongational 

deformation prevails over shear is thought to be related to their low elongational 

viscosities of LLDPE and mPE mostly because of the linear structure of their 

macromolecules. On the other hand, LDPE performs well in such processes due to its 

high elongational viscosity related to the presence of long chah branched 

macromolecules in its structure (Micic et al., 1998). 

LDPEb 

Finally, we re-plot al1 four kinds of viscosities - complex viscosity, shear 

viscosity, uniaxial elongational viscosity, and biaxial elongational viscosity versus 

HDPE LLDPE 

HDPE 

HDPE 

mPE 

mPE 

mPE LLDPE 



fiequency, shear rate, elongational rate, and deformation effective rate respectively at the 

reference temperature 170°C with the aid o f  shift factors for al1 the polymers investigated 

and present the plots in Figure 4.27. The apparent non-uniform effective biaxial viscosity 

was compared to simple shear and uniaxial elongational viscosities but also can not be 

correlated through any simple constitutive equation. 
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Figure 4.27. Complex, shear, uniaxial elongational, biaxïal elongational viscosities versus 

frequency, shear rate, elongational rate, deformation rate respectively under the 

sarne reference temperature of 170°C for five resins. 



CHAITER V CONCLUDING REMARKS 

5.1. Conclusions 

In order to get a better understanding of the effects of rheoligical properties on the 

pprocessing performance in film blowing, different techniques were used to measure the 

rheoligicai properties of five polyethylenes: HDPE, LLDPE, LDPEa, LDPEb, mPE. 

The Cox-Merz d e  works fairly well for mPE and LLDPE, but still shows some 

deviations for the other three reshs over the range studied. 

In comparison with the experimental data of previous author in our laboratory, 

mPE, a new member of polyethylene families, exhibits similar bubble stability behavior 

as LLDPE, who has smaller operating space and has bubble instability at low BUR. The 

relative order of stability for polymers studied is as follows: 

LDPEa > HDPE > LLDPE > mPE 

In the region of practical extrusion operations (10-1000s-' ) for al1 the polymen 

investigated, the order of bubble stabilities for coincides with the orders of simple shear 

viscosity, complex viscosity at the sarne reference temperature, namely, the higher 

complex viscosities, shear viscosities and storage moduli the resins have, the l eu  bubble 

stabilities during film blowing. 

log Gr versus G" plot is virtually independent of temperature for al1 the polymers 

investigated. The higher the MWD, the higher the G' , the more stable the bubble during 

film blowing. It is s h o w  that the order of five resins in G' values, from high to low, 

coincides with that in bubble stabilities, from stable to unstable. 



The apparent unaxial extensional flow properties for three polyrners, HDPE, 

LDPEb and mPE, have k e n  studied using convergent dies of two different geornetries, 

where the flow is mostly extensionai, in constant elongational rate. The uniaxial 

elongational viscosities have been calculated fiom the mass flow rate and entrance drop 

via two techniques, Cogswell and Binding analyses. The two methods lead to the 

elongational viscosity in the same order of magnitude. The elongational viscosity 

calculated by the Cogsweil analysis is slightly lower than that calculated by Binding 

anaiysis. The viscosity data obtained fiom die D, are not in perfect agreement with those 

fiom die 4, but the differences are acceptable. in the range of experiments investigated, 

the elongational viscosities of al1 three polymers showing strain-uiinning behavior and no 

strain-hardening behavior was observed. The strain rate dependency of elongational 

viscosity c m  not be conelated to the bubble stability of resins during film blowing. 

The master curves were obtained using time-temperature superposition principle. 

At five different ternperatures, al1 the five polymers show "thenno-rheologically simple" 

behavior with the aid of a shifl factor, unique feature of the temperature. 

The mPE and LDPEb display different bubble diameter and axial film velocity 

profiles which lead to quite different strain rate profiles. The strain rate of mPE in MD is 

always higher than that in TD in the region from die exit to the FLH while strain rate of 

LDPEb TD was not consistently lower than that in MD except in the vicinity of FLH. In 

contrast to the experimental data obtained by Ghaheh-Fard et al (1997b), ow data show 

pronounced difference. 

The birefringence values of both mPE and LDPEb are shown to be almost the 

same and to be very small in the molten zone. For mPE, the birefkingence value increases 

rapidly in the crystallization zone indicathg the oriented nucleation and groowth process. 

By using stress-optical law, both MD and TD normal stresses can be calculated via 

birefnngence, bubble diameter and velocity, and the pressure inside the bubble. For both 



mPE and LDPEb, the stresses in MD are always higher than those in TD. There is no 

obvious relation between strain rates and stresses. 

nie apparent non-uniforni biaxial elongational viscosity of both mPE and LDPEb 

was calculated dong the leugui of the bubble by using the stress and main data. The 

mPE shows a higher biaxial elongationai viscosity and a lower deformation rate than 

those of LDPEb at the die exit while LDPEb exhibits a higher viscosity and lower 

deformation rate than those of mPE in the vicinity of FLH. 

The apparent biaxial elongational viscosity versus defocmation rate for five 

polymers investigated at a reference temperature as 1 70°C were also calculated using the 

shi fi factor. Al1 the pol p e r s  except LDPEb exhibit strain-thiming behaviors, whereas 

LDPEb exhibited strain-hardening behavior at low deformation rate. The LDPEa shows a 

lower elongational viscosity than HDPE and LLDPE. It is wildly recognized that 

elongational viscosity of a polyrner plays an important role in controlling the bubble 

stability during the film blowing process. We feel that the bubble stability is a function of 

both the magnitude of the elongational viscosity and the strain hardening characteristics 

of polymer. 

The Trouton ratio, for HDPE, LDPEb and mPE, versus deformation rate have 

been studied. in al1 cases, the ratio exceed the limiting case of Newtonian fluids for 

which the ratio equal to 3. The Trouton ratio of the LDPEb is much larger than those of 

HDPE and mPE, and increase with elongational rate (relative strain-hardening behavior). 

This is the property that mostly determines the bubble stability (and ease of processing). 

The biaxia Trouton ratio (BTR), rl, l q , for five polymen, versus deformational 

rate have also been studied. Similar to the Trouton ratio, BTRs of five polymers exceed 

the 6, which is the case for Newtonian fluids. The BTRs of LDPEa and LDPEb far 

exceed those of LLDPE and HDPE and show very pronounced realtive strain-hardening 



behavior. We feel that the more relative straia-hardening the polymer melt, the higher the 

BTR of the polymer melt, the more stable bubble during the film blowing process. 

It appears that, in the molecular process involved with stretching, information on 

elongational viscosity is at l es t  as important as idonnation on shear flow pmperties, in 

understanding the bubble stabilities of polymenc materials. 

5.2. Future Work 

The results of the present study are very encouraging, but a broad spectrum of 

questions have to be exarnined in the haure. We recomrnend the following objects for 

future work: 

Complernent uniaxial elongational viscosity data by improving the equipment, in 

order to get the lower elongational rates, and by improving the technique, in order to 

get more reliable data. 

The technique of birefringence measurement used in our study is monochromatic 

polarized light retardation. This technique is suitable for biaxial orientation 

rneasurements in polyrners with low degrees of orientation (Takahashi and Fuller, 

1996). in film blowing process, it is recommeded to develop an improved apparatus 

which is suitable for highly oriented film. 

in order to improve the performance of mPE, it is desirable to blend it with LDPE. 

Then examine bubble dynarnics in relation to rheological data of various blends. 

The rheological properties of the polymer melt should be correlated to the mechanical 

and optical properties of the final product film. 
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